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SKETCH O F THE LIFE
OF

ROBERT RAIKES, E ~ Q .
AND OF TIIF. EIISTORY OF S U N D A Y SCIIOOLS.

PERiiars n o efforts of modern henevoleiice
have been more succcssipll than Stinciay Schools.
When we consider, thnt i n Great Britain and
Ireland a million of scholdrs are iio’iv taught by
90.000 gratuitous teachers, and that these institutions are spreadirig in foreign countries, we
have indeed reason to bless God for the success
. which he has granted to this “ worlr of flritli
and liibour of love.” I11 tracing the history of
Sunday Schools, we regret th:tt we have but
few niaterials to illustrate the history of their
Founder ; he occupied a private station in life,
and his personal history is not much known beyond the circIe in which lie irioved ; however,
his name, as connected with Sunday Schools,
will be had in everlasting remembrance.
K O ~ E RRAIKES
T
was born on the 14th ofSeptembcr, 1736, in the city of Gloucester, where
his father was the printer and publisher of the
Gloiicest~r.Joiimnl. T o his business the son
succeeded, arid is said to have acquired a competent property. Repecting the educatiun of
our philanthropist, or the events of his earlier
a~bfwrnation; yet the. wise
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;nd generous occupations of his manhoot1 rn?y
satid\ US that his youth was neither idly nor 111
emp1c;yed.
A t a period of life when success rarely inspires moderation in the pursuits of fortune,
hlr. Raikcs remembered the great law of his
Cllristiari profession, that /LO
Ziveth to I&&sc,lJ: H e looked around for occasions of disinterested, yct not unproductive, exertion, and
foutld thein near a t hand. Prevention of crimes
by instruction or repfbof, and compassion for
cveri justly suffering criminals, were united in
his idea of Christian benevoleiice, which
T o every want and every wo,
To guilt itself wlim in distress,
Tliz b d r n of pity will impart,
And all relief‘that bounty can bestow.

According to the European Maguzize for

I’i&S, (xiv. 313.)

‘‘ T h e first object which demanded his notice
was the miserable state of‘ the county Bridewell, within the city of Gloucester, which being
part of the county Jail, the persoris committed
by the magistrate, out of Sessions, for petty offences, associated, through necessity, with felons
of the worst description, with little or no means
of subsistence from labour ; with little, if any,
allowaiice from the county ; without either
meat, drink, or clothing ; dependent, chiefly, on
the precarious charity of such as visited the
prisori, wliether brought thither by business,
curiosity, or compassion.
“TOrelieve these miserable and forlorn

ROBERT RAIHES, ESQ.
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wretches, and to render their situation supportaule at least, Mr. Raikel: emploxed both his pen,
liis influence, and his property, to procure ttieni
the necessaries of life ; and hiding that ipnoranee was generally the principal C i i t i S e of those
enormities which hrooglit them to becnine objects of his notice, he determined, if possible, to
procure ttiern sonie moral and religious inutruction. I n this he succeeded, by me:iIis of bountie? and encouragemelit given to such of the
prisoners who were able to read ; and these, by
beirig directed to proper books, improved both
theinselves and their fellotv prisoners, and afforded great encouragement to persevere in the
benevolent design. H e then procured for them
a supply of work, to preclude every excuse and
kmptation to idleness.”
Alr. Raikes couId not pursue his generous
purpose towards these forlorn outcasts from civilized life without many serious reflections. His
mind must have been peculiarly affected with
the sad consequences arising from the neglect,
the total absence, of opportunities for
ruction among the poor. He was thus
to indulge a second project, the success of which he lived to see exteiidl:ig! probably, beyond his most sanguine expectations.
W e are enabled to state from a inernorandurn
in N r . Raikes’s own *handwriting, that his firs.
Sunday School was estal)lished at the close of
the year 1781, or the beginiiiiig of I7SZ.
el* Journal of Nov. 3, 1163,

ed fbe following par?graph :
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(‘Some of the Clergy in different partsof this
county, Lent upon attempting a reforin arnorig
the children of the lower class, are establidiiiig
Sunday Schools for rendering the Lord’s-day
subservient to the ends of iristructioii, whicli

has hitherto beer ?rcistituted to bad piirposes.
Farmers, and other itiliabitants of the towis
and villages, complain that they receive more
injiiry in their property on the Sabbath, than all
the week besides : this in a great measure proceeds from the lawless state of the yoiiiiger
class, mho are alloived to run wild on that d a j ,
free from every restraint. T o remedy this el 11,
persons drily qualified are etnploged to instruct
those that c3rinot rea6 ; and rliose that inny
have learnt to read, are taught the c~techisin,
and conducted to chiirch. By t h u s liceping
their inirids engaged, the d a y passes profitably,
and not disagreeably. In those parishes, where
this plan has heeri adopted, we are assured tliat
the bchaviour of the children is greatly civilized.
T h e barbarous ignoraiice in which they liad before lived being in some degree dispelled, they
begin t u give proofs that those persons are
mistaken, who consider the lower orders of
inarikind as incapattle of irnprovernent, and
therefore think an attempt to reclaim them impracticable, or at least tiot worth the trouble.”
This notice of Sunday Schools was copied
into the Loiidoii papers, in coilsequelice of
which numerous applications were addressed
to ICIr. Raikes. Among tRe rest, Colonel
To~inlea,.a gentleman of I,ancaslJre, meme

ROBERT RAIRES, ESQ.
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this anonymous paragraph, wrote to the inajor
2f Gloucester to request further iiiformatioii on
the subject. T h e follorviiig letter was \rritten
as a reply to him, by Mr. Railies :
Gloucester, Nov. 25,17%.

"

SIR,--MY rriend, the mayor, has just coni-

municated to me the letter which you havc
honoured hiin with, inquiriiig into the nature
of the Sunday Schools. T h e beginning of chis
scheme was entirely owing to accident. Soine
business lending me one morning into the suburbs of the city, where the lowest of the people
(who are principally employed in the pin mallufactory) chiefly reside, I was struck with concern at seeing a group of children, wretchedlg
ragged, at play in the street. 1 asked an inhabitant whether those children belonged to that
part of the town, arid lamented their misery
and idleness. A h ! Sir, said the woman to
whom I was speaking, could yoc take a view
ofthis part of the town on a Sunday, you would
be shocked indeed, for then the street is filled
with multitudes of these wretches, who, releascd on that day from employinent, spend their
time in noise and riot, playing a+ chuck, and
cursing and swearing. in a manner so horrid, as
to convey to any serious ntirid an idea of hell
rather than any other place. We have a worthy clergyman, (Rev. Thomas Stock,) minister
of our parish, who has put some of thein to
school; but upon the Sabbath, they are all
given up to follow their iuclinatiow without

14
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res:raint, as their parents, totally abandoned
themselves, have no idea of instilling into the
minds of their children principles to which
they thcmselves are entire strangers.
" This conversation suggested to me, that it
would be a t least a harmless attempt, if it were
productive of no good, should some little plan
be formed to check this deplorable profanation
of the Sabbath. I then inquired of the woman
if there were any decent well-disposed women in
the neighbourhood, who kept schools for teaching to read. I presently was directed to four.
T o thesc I applied, and made an agreement
with them, to receive as many children as I
should serid upon the Sunday, whom they were
to instruct in reading, and in the Church Catechism. For this I engaged to pay them each
a shilling for their day's employment. T h e
women seemed p l a s e d with the proposal. I
then waited on the clergymoil before nientioned, and imparted to h i m my plan. H e was so
much satisfied with the idea, that he engnged
to lend his assistance, by going round to the
schools on a Sunday afternoon, to examine the
progress that was made, and to enforce order
and decorum among such s set oflittlc heathens.
" This, sir, was the commencement of the
plan.. It is now about tlirec years since we
began, and I corild wish you were here to nialre
inquiry into the effect. A woman who livcs in
a lane where I had fixed a school, told me some
time ago, that the place was quite a heaven
upon Sundays, compared to what it used to be

ROBERT R.41KE9, ESQ.
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The numbers who have learned to read and say
their catechism are so great that I am aston’shed at it. Upon the Sunday afternoon the
mistresses take their scholars to church, a place
into which neither they nor their ancestors
ever entered with a view to the glory of God.
But what is yet more extraordinary, within this
month, these little raggamuffins have in great
numbers taken it into their heads to frequent
the early morning prayers, which are held every
morning at the cathedral at seven o’clock. I
believe there were near fifty this morningThey assemble at the house of one of the mistresses, and walk before her to church, two aqd
two, in as much order as a company of soldiers.
I am generally at chiirch, and after service they
all come round me to make their bow, and, if
any animosities have arisen, to make their complaint. T h e great principle rinculcate, is, to
be kind and good natured to each other ; not to
provoke one another ; to be dutiful to their pa.
rents ; not to offend God by cursing and swearing ; and such little plain precepts as all may
coniprehend. As my profession is that of a
printer, I have printed a little book, which I
give amongst them : and some friends of mine,
subscribers to the Society for promoting Christian Knowledge, sometimes inaka me a present
of a parcel of Bibles, Testaments, &c.., which
I distribute as rewards to the deserving. T h e
success that has attended this scheme h
‘duced one or two of my friends to adopt the
plan, and set up Sunday Schools in other pwtR

I6
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of tile city, and nom a whole parish has taksa
the Object, so that I flatter myself in tinte
thegood effects will appear SO conspicuous as to
become geiierally adopted. T h e numbcr of
c]iildren at present thus engaged on the Sabbath
are bettveen two and three hundred, and they
are increasing every week, as t h e benefit is universally seen. I have endeavoured to engage
the clergy of my acquaintance that reside in
their parishes. One has entered into the scheme
with great fervonr ; and it was in order to excite
others to follow the example, that I inserted in
my paper the paragraph which I suppose you
saw copied into the London papers. I cannot
express to you the pfeasnre I often receive in
discovering genius arid innate good dispositions
among this Iittle multitude. It is botanizing in
human nature. I have often, too, the satisfaction of receivink thanks from parents for the
reformation they perceive in their children.
Often have Igiven them kind admonitions,which
I always d o in the mildest and gentlest manner.
T h e going among them, doing them little kind.
nesses, distributing trifling rewards, and ingratiating rnywlf with them, I hear, have given me
an asceritlanCy greater than I ever could hare
imagined ; for I am told by their mistresses tllat
they are very much afraid of my displeasure.
If you ever pass through Gloucester, I shall be
happy to pay my respects to .you, and to S ~ I O W
you the effects of this effort a t civilization. I f
the glory of God be pronioted in any, even the
smallest degree, society ]nust reap son~ebenefit

ROBERT RAIKEY, ESQ.
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I f good seed Le sown in the mind at an earIy

period of human life, though it shows itselfnot
again for many years, it may plcase God at
some future period, to cause it to spring up, and
to bring forth a plenteous harvest.
'' With regard to the rides ildopted, I only require that they conie to the school on S u n d a y
as clean as possible. RIany were nt first deterred because they wanted decent clothing, ~ U L
I could not iiudertake to supply this defect. 3
argue, therefore, if you can loiter about, without shoes, and in a ragged coat, you may ES
well mine to school, and learn what may tend
io yorir good in that garb. I reject none OR
that footiug. All that I rcquirc, are clean hands,
clean faca, and the hair combed; if you have
no clean shirt, come in that which you hare on.
The want of decent spparel, at first, kept great
nuinhers at a distance, but they now begin to
grow wiser, and all are pressing to lemn. 1
have had the good luck to procure places for
some that were deserviiig, which has been of
great use. You will understand that these
children are from ti years s l d to 12 or 14.
Boys and girls above thie age, who have beef4
totally undiscipliricd, are geiierally too refrnctory for this government. A rcfmmtion ir4
society seems t o me only practicable by establirhiiig notices of duty, iti~dpractisal habits of
order and decorurn, at ail early agn. Bit6
whither am 1 runqjng ? I ID idliW?Ed t~ see
haw inwh I have t w ~ ) a s s d$1) your
hut 1 ehought +&a m d c2omplete i&a 6f &&b
2'
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Schools, w a s to be conveyed to you by ttllinr
what first suggested the thought. Tile saint?
sentiments would have arisen in your mind bad
they happened to have been called forth, as
they were suggested to me.
'' I have no doubt that you will find great improvement to be made 011this plan. T h e milids
of men have taken great hold on that prejudice,
that we are to do nothing on the Sabbath-day
which may be deemed labour, arid therefore we
are to be excused from all application of mind
as well as body. T h e rooting out this prejudice is the point I aim at a s my favoiirite object.
Our Saviour takes particular pains to manifest,
that whatever tended.to promote the health and
happiness of' our fellowereattires, nwre sacrifices peculiarly acceptable on that day.
'' I do not think I have written so long a letter for some years. But you will excuse rile ;
my heart is warm in the cause. I think this is
the kind of reformation most requisite in this
kingdom. Let our patriots employ thernselves
in rescuing their coiintrymeri from that deepotisin, which tyrannical passioiis, and vicious inclinations, exercise over them, arid they will
lind that triie liberty and national welfare are
more essentially prornoted, than by any reform
iu parliament,.
" As often as I have attempted to conclude,
some new idea has arisen. 'This is strange, as
I n'ni writing to a person whom I never have.
e rhat
and perhaps wavermay see; but I I ~ v felt
we think alike; I &~IM therefore only add my

HOBERT RAIKCS, ESQ.
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ardent wishes, that your views of promotiiig
the happiness: of society may be attended with
every possible success, conscions that your OIVII
interiial enjoymerit will thereby be consideriibIy
advanced. I have the honour to be, sir, yoiirp,
&C.

R. RAIKES.”

At Colonel Townley’s request, this letter lva:;
published in the Gentleman’s Magazine for
1784, (Vol. 54.P. 410.) and thus the subject
of Sunday Schools was diffused through the
kingdom.
Mr. Raikes had very soon occasion to answer
another inquiry, from Bradford in Yorkshire.
His letter is dated “ G1oucester:June 5 , 1784,’’
and agrees in substance with the foregoing, yet
we are sure our readers will be pleased to see it
“ Having found four persons wvho had beel,
accustomed to instruct children in reitding, T
engaged to pay the sum they required for receiving a n d instructing such children as I
should send to them every Sunday. T h e children were to come soon after ten in the inorning, and stay till twelve: they were then to go
home, and return at one; and after reading a
lesson they mere to be conducted to churcli.
After church they were to be employed in repeating the catechism till half past five, and
then to be dismissed with an iiijuriction to go
home without making a noise, and by no means
to play in the street. This was the general
outliiie of the regulation.
“ W i t h regard to the parents, I went r0ur.d

if)
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to reillonstrate n.ith them on the melnncholy
c ~ n s e q t i e i i c ~that
s must ensue from SO fatal ii
neglect of their children’s morals. They a1
leged that their poverty rendered them incnpafile ofcleanirig arid clothiiig their children fit to
appear either at school or at church : but this
oitjection ivas obviated by a remark, that if they
1yei-e clad in a garb fit to nppear in the streets,
1 should not thiiilr it improper for a school calculated to ndniit rhe poorest and most neglectet]. AI1 that I required were clean faces, cleaii
hands, and the hair combed. In other respects
they were to come as their circumstances .r.:ould
admit. Many children begiin to S ~ O Wtalents
for learning, and a desire to be taught. Little
rewartfs;””were distributed among the most diligent; .this excited an emuli~tion. One or try0
clergymen gave their assistxiice, by going rourid
to the schools on the Sunday afternoon, to hear
the children their catecliisin ; this was of great
consequence.
‘:Another clergyman hears them their catechism once a quarter publicly in the church,
and rewards their good beliaviour with some
little gratuity.
They are frequently admonished to refrail]
froin swearing; and certain boys who iire di:
tiiiguislied by their decent behavioitr, are appoiiited to snperiritend the conduct of the resi,
ant! make report of those that swear. C O ] nilyiIcs,
~
or interrupt the comfort of‘ the other brpp ill

“The revmds are books, combs, shoc-s, or s(me ar
tieles of 3pprel.

ROBEdT k A I R E S , ESQ.
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their xighbourhood. When qiiarrels have
arise:-, the aggressor is compelled to ask par
don, and the offended is enjoined to forgive.‘rile happiness that must iirise to all ii.orti a
kind, good-natured beliaviour, is ofteii inculcated.
“ T h i s mode of treatment has produccd a
wonderful change it1 the manners of‘these little
savages. I cannot give a more strikiiig instance
tlinn I received the other day from XIr Church,
a considerable mantif,icturer of hemp arid flax,
who employs great numbers of these children.
I asked Iiim whether he perceived aiiy alteration in the poor children he employed. ‘ Sir,’
says he, ‘ tlie chaiige could not liiive been inore
exrraordinary i n my opinion, had they been
transformad from tiie sliape of wolves aiid tigers
to that of men. In temper, disposition, atid
manners, they could hardly be said to differ from
the brute creation. But siiice tlie establisliriierit
of the Sund.iy Schools, they have seemed iii1xious to show that they are irot the igiiorarit, il
literate creatures, they were before. When
they have seen a. superior coiiie, arid I<iritlIy in
struct and adinoiiisli them, a i d soiiietiines r e
ward their good beliaviour, they are aiisious to
gain his fiieiidsliip niid good opiiiioii. Tliey
are nlso bccurne more tr:ictiible a ~ r dobetlierit,
aiitl less qiiarrelsoiiie aiitl revciigefitl. Iit short,
1 iiever conceived ~ l i a tn wfuriiiiitioii, so siiiguIcir, could have becii cffectctl ariioiigst the set
of untutored beings 1. eiirplopl.’
6‘ F~QI-II
this little sketch of the reformath

‘
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which has taken place, there is reason to hope,
that a general establishment of Sunday Schools
~ o i i l d in
, time, make some cliange iii the morals oftlielo\+erclass. At least it wight, in some
measure, preveiit thcin from growing worse,
YIEIcE. at present seeins but too apparent.
R. RAIKES."
" I am, Sir, SLc.
'' P. S.-The parish of St. Nicholas has lately
established two schools ; and some gentlemen
of this city have also set up others. To some
of the school-mistresses I give two shillings a
week extra to take the children when they come
from work, during the week days."
Joseph Lancaster states, in referring to an interview he had with Mr. Raikes.
" I was naturally desirous of gaining inforniation arid instruction from a venerable man ofseventy-two, who had, in a series of years, superinterided the education of 8000 poor children ;
who had been actively engaged in visiting both
the city and county prisons, whereby he had
qniiied an ample opportuii;ty of knowing if m y
of the scholars were brought i n as prisoners ;
and who, on appealing to his niemory, M hich,
altlioiigh a t ari advaiicecl age, is strong and
1ivcl y , cou I tl ans\ver-/wne ."'
Rlr. Lincn5ter adds, that when Mr. Xailtcs
\vas first reroleing tLe sirl)jrct of StIlldiiy Scliools
in his m i i d , tlie word 'I'ltT was so po\vcr't'ulIy
iiiiprcssed on his i i i i i i d , as to decide him at
mice to action, and lie reiriarlietl to hfr. L.,
'' r can never puss by the spot w l w e tlie word
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Tlt S c a m so p o t c ~ r f X yinto niy mind, without lifting up m y hatids and lieart to A e n u m , in
yratitudt! t o God,for Raving put such a thought
: ~ i t om y henrt.”
T h e following fact is adduced by Mr. Lancaster, to show the kind, condesceiiding, arid
judicious conduct of Mr. Raikes, in his visits to
the poor :
He was frequently in the habit of visiting the
parents and children at their own houses. N e
called on a poor moman one day, and found a
very refractory girl crying arid sulking. Her
mother complained that correction was of no
avail, obstinacy marked her conduct, and it was
very bad. After asking the parent’s leave, he
began to talk seriously to the girl, and concluded
by telling her that as the first step towards
imendmerit, she must kneel down arid ask her
mother’s pardon. ‘I’he girl continued sulky.
“ Well then,” says he, “ if you have RO regird
for yourself, I have much regard for you. You
will be ruined and lost if you do not begin to be
a good girl, and if you will not humble yourself, I must humble myself, and make a beginging for you :” with that he kneels down on the
ground before the child’s mother, and put hi3
liaiids together with ill1 the cereinoiiy of a juvenile ofeiider--“ Pray forgive,” &c. No
Eioor.er did the stubborn girl see hirn on his
knees, on her account, tltnn her pride was overcome at once, aiid teiideriiess followed; she
burst into tears, and directly an her knees, earn
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estiy entreated forgiveness : she never occa
sioricd any trouble afterwards.
For three years, the schools gradually ex.
tended iii RIr..Raikes' neighbourliood, to which
they appear then to have been confined, and
where several clergymen, besides the minister
weiitioiied by Rlr. R., very laudably contributed
to the success of the scheme, by their personal
atteirtions. The report of'that success, in and
about Gloucester, could riot fail to draw attention from other parts of England. I n 1584, the
plan w a adopted in Yorkshire, by se.era1 nianohcturing towns. In Leeds, 1800 children
were speedily collected. I n this year the Sunday School at Stockport WRS opened. This
mhool has since exceeded in magiiituc!e any
other single estabiisliinerit of'this kind.
In the year 1785,WiIliam Fox,Esq. fbrincrly
amerchant in London, and afterwards of' Lechdale in Gloucestersliire, being anxious for the
general education of the poor, endeavoured to
excitc the public attention to the subject, aiid
wrote the followiixg letter to Blr, R a1'k c s :
5IR. FOX TO M R . RAJKES.
"

I,ondon, June 15, 1785.

Sn,--The liberality and goodness of heart
manifested in your beiievolent plan of Stititlay.
Sclrools, will, I trust, Fciider unnecessary m y
q o ~ o g y tliougii
,
from a stranger, mtien it iS considercd, his orily view in writing is, that he rnny
bc etinbled to copy after so u.ortliy an esat.nple.
" You must kiiow, Sir, Ioiig before yottr (
'E.
eelleiit letter appeared in the papers, I had felt
'I

.

.
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a compassion, and entertained sentimelit5 for

the indigent arid ignorant poor, estrenteI~silt+
li1r t o YOU^ OWIL T h i s led rne to set u p a scIic,ol
in one of your yillages, (Clapton, ilcar Bourton
on the Vatc;;) h i t , as it is n daily one, and,
therefore, ntterided with Eir greater expense,
and, perhaps, less utility than ~oiirw,it will \cry
much oblige ine, and probably greatly promote
the design I have in siew, if you will plense to
fiirour m e with a further accourit of your p l a r i :
(if oily alteration,) and what piirticular a d m i tages have arisen from it sirice the ptiblicatbti
of your letter. T hare been npprelieusi:e (and
shnll be extremely glad to fitid iitysdf mistaLcnf
that i t would he ditficult, if not iirtpossible, to
teach children to r e d , by their atteridonce on
schools only one dny in sevcn. This is \cry
material for m e to I ~ n o w :id,if they can, it
will also be as desirable to asccrtiiiii the aieriipe
time it takes for such iristrnctioii, together wit!]
thc age at which they are tiiken, the niode pursued by the teachers, arid the espense attetidi11g the snnie. T h e reason I a111 thus prticirJar is, because a society is forming i n town, to
.\t-liicliI belong, for carrying a 1d;iii of this sort
into general use. T h e deaign, I (Lire say. will
appear to yoii laudable, but at the same time
difficult: its siiccess depeiids on the co~iclirrenee slid aitI of WCII disposed Christians
t]irougltuut tlic kingtiorn. Great events, h w
cper, 1l:lvirig frequciitly taken their risc fiorn
small, and, tu htilnan appcararIce, triflirig k g i n UiIlgs, we wish to make a trial; and, as the
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cl)lllmittee fiir drawing u p a plan, meet on the
2~ ilistaiit, I ~ i c gthe favour of yonr q ) l y prior
to t ] l : t t time, that w e may hare the bellefit of
an experieiiced work, in order to assist our deli1,erations.
I remain, Sir, your obed't humble servant,
'6

"

TVx. Fox."

'To this letter Mr. Raikes thus re'plied

'' Glnucester, June PO, 1785

Stp.,--You very justly siippose, tlint an
apology was utterly unnecessary for a letter like
yours. I atn fill1 of admiration at the great,
the notde design of the society you speak of as
fi~rriiing. I f it were poasible that my poor
al)ilities coiild be retidered i n any degree useful to you, point out the object, a i d you will
find iiie not inactive.
'' AlIow me to refer you to a letter 1wrote,
about a week ago, to Jonas H a n w a y , Esq. upon
the srihject of Sunday Schools : if yoii ask hinl
for a sight of it, I dare say lie will send it to you.
" With respect to the possibility of teachirig
cliildren, by the attendance they give iipori the
Sunday, I thought with you, at my first onset,
that little was to be gained; biit I now find that
it litis suggested to the pnrents. that tlu: little
progress we made on the Stlndily might Le in)prated, and they hare, therefore, eiigngetl to
give the teacher a peniiy a week, to adinit the
children once or twice a day, diiring the recess
froin work, :it dinner time or evenirlg, to take a
lessori every day in the week. T o one of my
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teachers, who lives in the worst part of our sub.
urbs, I allow 2s. a week extrn. (hesitles the
shilling I give her for the S u n d a j entploy,) t o
let all that are willing come arid read in this
manner. I sec atlrnirable effects from this ad.
dirion t o nty scheme. I find mothers of the
children, and grown up young wmien, have
begged to be admitted to partake of this benefit.
Sorry I arn to say, that none of the other sex
have shown the same desire.
" A clergyman from Paiiiswick called upon
m e this afternoon, and espressed his surprise at
the progress ntsde there. RIany boys now can
read, who cprtainly hare n o other opportunity
t h a n what they derive from their Suiitlay instructiott. This he assured tile was the fact.
L hear the people of the Forest of Dean have
begun to set this mnchine i n triotion arriong the
children of the colliers, a most savage race.
" A .person from hlitchel Dean ca!led upon
me a few days ago, to report their progress.
Sir,' s a y s he, ' we h:ive now inany chiltireu
who, three inortths ago, knew not a letter from a
cart wheel, (that was his expression,) who can
IIOW repeat hymns in a manlier that would astonish you."
" I have been out of town, or should hate answered your polite letter sooner. I now IIIIVC
only time to give y o u these facts. Wl~ctr YOU
h;ive seen my letter to hlr. IInnway, you \rill be
&le to judge whether fartl~eruse can tte made
of the little experience I have had, in this aitempt at civilization. I can only say, &OW
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wherein I may he usefill. and corninand with.
out resei re. Y o u r inost obedient Perwit,
“

R. RAIKES.”

After t w o meetings it mas agreed that n circ d a r letter should be sent to vaiioiis individuals
with a view of otitniniiig :I more general meet
ing. T h e followiiig is a copy of the letter :
“ Sr~--Eiicou~ngetl by the proinisiiig siiccess of tlie S u n d a y Schools established in some
towns and villnges of this Itingdom, sereral
ueutlemen met on Tuesday eceiiirrg, tire 16th
P
inst:iiit, at tlie Kiiig’s Head Tiivern, i i i tlie
Poultry, to coiisider of‘ tlie utility of’ forming
“ A Society for tlie Estal)lislirricrrt aiit l Siippr~rt
of S ~ t i t i ~ Schools,
iy
througliotit the Kingdotn
of G r e a t Britain.”
“ At this meeting it was agreed to forin srich
a Socie:y ; atid a coniinittee of fourtetw geutlemen nas clioseii to draw
a code of laws for
tlie govertinient of tlie snit1 Society, anti a set
of proper rules for tile rcgir1:itinii of the Sc*liools.
‘i The conintittee l i a v i i i ~met, atid d r a w i i lip
a plan for tlie iiitetitlcd Society, a n d the i a ~ i s
and rules iiecesssry for it aiid the Schools, tlicy
propose to sulmit their pia11 to the coiisic!i~ratio~i
of all such geiitleineti as ~ 1 i ; i l l attend ii public
ritcetiiig, to be holden on Tuest1;iy iiest, tlic:
30th iiibtnnt, at the l’a111’~IJei:tl T i i v e r i i , Cateatoii-street, at four o’cloc.1~i n the i ~ f i e ~ i ~ ~ o ~ l .
“ T o preieiit lice-to
ciicoiir:ige iiitliiatry
and virtrte-to dispel the d n r J m m of’ igiioriiiice
-to diffuse the light of kiiwvlpuge--to
Lriiig
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inen cheerfully to submit to their stations-to
obey the laws of God and their country-to
make that useful p x t of +he coinn~uriity,the
couiitry poor, happy-to l t d d them in the pleasant p a t h of relighn here-arid to endeavour
to prepare tlienl for a glorious eternity, are the
objects proposed by the proinoters of this iristitntion.
'' T o effect these great, these noble ends, they
hope to form a Society, which will be enabled
to establish Sunday school.^, upon a plan so
extensive as to reach the remotest parts of this
island ; aiid they flatter theniselves they shall
receive the support, assistance, and patronage
of persons of every rank aid description.
" Private advantage and party zeal are entireIy disclaimed by the friends and promoters of
this laudable institution. Homerer ineri may
be divided into political parties, or however
Christians may unhappily separate from each
other, on account of diflerence of sentiment,
here tliey are all invited to join in the comnion
cause, the glory of God-the
good of their
country-and
the happiiiess of their fellow
Great [ires.
'' Perinit nie to request the favour of your
atteiidmce a t the proposed meeting.
'' I am, sir, by order of tdc Committee, your
buinble servant,
WILL~,U,~
Fox.
'' Pricfcy, Aug. 26, 178ij;.
T h i s meeting was aqnognged far the 3Q.OtO$
li
H.lBi!B )/a&wgY w s

4ngu& and kb.Q &braed

'
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called to the chair on the occasion. A resoln.
tioil was passpd, “ T h a t great benefit wonld ac
crue to the community at large, from the adoptioii of such a measure, and that a society be
fornied for carrying the same immetiiately into
eKect.” In the meantime, the following letters
passed between Mr. Raikes and Mr. I’ox :
MR. R A I K E S TO MR. rox.
I‘ DEAR
SIR,-&ly
brother, T. Railtes, enclosed to [ne yesterday, a circular letter he had
received with your signature, which has given
me more pleasure thau I can express.
‘I I observe,by that letter, that you are to hold
a meeting tomorrow. I regret that I am not
situated near enough to attend it : but, as I was
present yesterday se’nnight at a meeting, which
is intended to be establishect as an anniversary,
at Mitchel Dc.an, a little town in this county, on
the verge of the Forest of Dean, it occurred to
me, that a sketch of the pleasing scene I there
beheld, may not be improperly laid before the
gentlemen who attend your surrimons to the
Panl’s Head Tavern.
“ Maynard Colchester, and William Lane,
Esqrs. two gentlemen of property in the neighhourhood, having heard of the happy eRects
arising from an attention to the morals of the
rising generation of the poor, determined to try
what could be done among the little lawless
rabble, which inhabit the borders of the forest
near Rlitchel Dean. About Christmas last they
established two schools, and admitted about
fifty or sixty scholars of both sexes; mine o f
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them the most ignorant, uncivilized beings in
the country. T e n or twelve of the respectable
inhabitants of the town readily engaged t o subscribe; bnt what was of greater inorrient, they
took upon themselves the superintendelice of
the establishment; and to their zeal may be ascribed, under the Divirie blessing, its success
T h e promoters of the undertaking did me the
lioiioiir to invite m e to dine with them on their
anniversary, to witness the progress that had
been made in this effort at civilization. The
children, though many of them in apparel very
ragged, were extremely cleaii. They walked in
great order, two and two, to the church, where
they were placed in a gallery, exposed to the
view of the whole congregation ; and their behaviour, during the service, was perfectly silent
and becotning. I n the repetition of the Lord's
Prayer they all joined, and formed a charm that
made every heart dilate with joy. T h e clergyman of the parish, a curate of ~ 5 %a year, gave
an admirable discourse froin i'vlnrlt iv. 23. T h i s
valuable yoiirig inan had taken great pains in
adinoiiishing the children, and impressing thein
with due notions, how greatly their own happiriess would be increased, by introducing into
their general bohaviour, habits of quietness and
good nature to one another. T h e tenor of argument in his discourse was to prove, that if
good seed be sown in the moral, as iri the riatu
ral world, a plentifiil harvest was 110 less to be
)ioped for, but that we must loolr for it in the
S a m : order; it might be some time before it
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niade its appearance,-and then by sniali Irginnings;-first the blade, &c.
" After cliurch, tlie childien mere conductcd
to the inn, where an esomination took place of
tlic progress made i n reading. I was highly
p l e s e d to scc the proficiency some of tlieni liad
niade. Se.r era1 could read i n tlie Testament;
arid I fbund ninong them two or tliree with cxtraordinary memories. They have leariled tQ
repeat several chapters.
" Near fifty of them were perfect in thoir
Cntecliisin, a d all could repeat some of I)r.
Watts' Hyrrlns. The children were so much
pleased with those pieces, that two or three o f
them could repeat the whole book. But ivliat
pIeased me most of all w s , the result of niy in.
quirg into the effect upon their maiiuers. ' That
boy,' said one of the gentlemen, (pointing to a
very ill-looking lad, :%bout13,) ' was tho most
profligate little dag in this neigl~bourhood. He
;vas the leader of crery B i r l l o i mischief arid
wickedness. Ire rievrr opened his lips without
a profane or indzGent expression. And now he
is I)ecoine orderly arid good-n<itured,and i n his
coiirersation has quite left off profaneness.'
'' After dimer, the geritlenian called ill six
'JOYS, who liad previonsly been taught n hymn,
which, I assure you, they sang to hdniirntion.
I ohserved that one of the singers was the boy
before mentioned.-The
silence tlint pret ailed
among the cliildreii mas very remarlmblc : their
beliefactors dined in a room adjotpipg, but w q e

wt dlstrubed with thajr tdkiag,
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I have given you this little recital, and if it

tends to prove the practicability of doing good
to our fellow-creatures, I hope it may prove
incitement to the work you are bringing fofi
ward. I am, with great respect, sir,
“ k-our most obedient servant.
“

R. RAIKES.

‘ Gktucester, Monday, Azg. 29, 178$.”
MR. FOX

“DEARSrR,-The

TO MR. RA’IKES.

favour you did me by
your kind letter of the 29th ult. was more than
you can possibly conceive. T h i s letter, to.
gether with extracts I made from some of your
other letters, were read, and afforded much
useful information.
“Presuming upon the friendship with which
you honoured me, and particularly encouraged
by your last favour, I took the liberty of waiting
on your brother, the Bank Director, to requea
his acceptance of the Chair, well knowing how
much depended upon such a choice. Bdtk
your brothers received me with the greatest
politeness and cordiality ; promised the design
countenance and support ; but declined the
chair, as the Bank Director was just going out
of town. T h e y then advised me to go to Mr.
’J’hornton, another Bank Director ; and your
elder brother accompanied me to him. He also
made the same kind offer of support, &c., which
your brothers had done, but was unfortunately
ing out of town likewise, and advised to a p
$y to Mr. Hmway, ivho tooh the chair soan
3
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after five o’clock. T h e report of the Committee was read over, but not fully entered into, because the meeting was called by circular letters
to the clergy, magistrates, and principal inhabitants, and not advertised in the public papers.
The business, therefore, is put off till next
Wednesday, when another meeting will be called by public advertisement, to be held at the
same place and t i n e as the last. Should any
thing occur which you think likely to forward
the important design, your communicating the
same will confer the greatest obligation on,
I‘ Dear sir, your much obliged friend,
I‘ and humble serval,
I‘ London, Sept. 2, 1785.
WM. Fox.”
‘ I N. Be-The
fire which you had the honour
to light up in Gloucester, having now reached
the Metropolis, will, I trust, never be extin
guished but with the ignorance of every indi
thjmighout the kingdom.”

the 7th of September, 1785, the Society
For the sopport and encouragement of Sunday
Schools was formed, and issued the following

hker :

London,

SrR,-Tbe deplorable ignorance ofthe children of the poor, in many parts of this king
dorn, and the corruption of morals frequentlj
Bowing from that source, have long been mat
ter of deep concern to all.who +resolicitous for
the weifare of their country.
I C I n manufacturing towns, where children
‘I
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"om their infancy are necessarily employed the
whole week, no opportunity occurs for their receiving the least degree of education. T o remedy this evil, some gentlemen, actuated by the
most benevolent motives, have established, in
some of these towns, Sunday Schools, where
children and others are taught to read, and are
instructed in the knowledge of their duty as rational and accountable beings.
" T h e Sunday, too often spent by the children of the poor in idleness and play, or in contracting habits of vice and dissipation, is by the
children of these schools employed in learning
to read the Bible, and in attending the public
worship of God, by which means they are traine d u p i n habits of virtue and piety, as well as
industry, and a foundation is laid for their becoming usefbl members of the community.
'' The numerous benefits arising from Sunday Schools, of which the most indubitable
testimonies have been given, and the great importance of extending their salutary effects,
have induced a number of gentlemen, stimulated by the successful attempts, to establish a
Society in London, for the support and encouragement of Sunday Schools in the different counties of England.
'' The committee for conducting the affairs of
this Society, anxions to extend the beneficial
influence of these schools as speedily as possible, have taken the liberty of addressing y011,
Sir, on this occasion; and of requesting you to
communicate to such of the inhabitants of -,
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as may be disposed to encourage such an iindertaking, the wish of the committee to e s t a b
lish a Suiiday School in that -.
F o r more
particular information they beg leave to refer
you to the printed plan,
copies of which
are sent herewith to be distributed at your discretion, and an early intimation of the result of
your proceedings will be highly acceptable to
them.
“ I t is the intention of this Society, on application being made to the committee from any
place, to assist in establishing a school or
schools therein, until the good consequences
shall be so apparent to the inhabitants, as to encourage an exertion, which may render any further assistance from the Society unnecessary.
“ I n forming the plan of this Society, the
most liberal and catholic principles have been
adopted, in hopes that persons of all denominations of the protestant fnith, will be indiised to
unite in carrying it into execution with greater
energy. T h e committee, therefore, beg leave
to recommend to every minister of a congregation where these schools may be established, to
make it known to the people of their respective
charges, and to preach a collection sermon for
the support of such schools as often as occasion
may require.
<‘ If any further argument in favour of these
schools was necessary, a striking one presents
itself in thecontemplation of our crowded prisons, and frequent executions, which shock the
feelings of humanity, and disgrace our coun.

-
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try. T h e sad history of these wretched victims to their crimes and to the laws, too plainly
evinces that to the want of an early introduction into the paths of virtue and religion, to
which this institution would lead, may be attributed, in a great degree, their unhappy end.
I n this point of view then, this institution may
be considered a political, as well as a religious
one, claiming the attention even of those, who,
if not particularly zealous in the cause of Christianity, cannot be insensible to the advantages
that would accrue to society from the preservation of good order, and the security of persons
and property.
“ T h e committee flatter themselves they shall
find in you a friend to this cause, and that your
exertions, in union with theirs, will be crowned
with success, in producing a reformation of morals in the lower ranks of the rising generation.
“ By order of the committee,
“ HENRY
TKORNTON,
Chairman.”
T h e committee also addressed a letter particularly to the clergy and ministers of all protestant congregations, which was distributed in
London and its vicinity, together with the plan
and rules of the Society.
111 April, 1’786, the following extract from a
charge delivered to the clergy of the archdeaconry of Nottingham, by the Reverend the
Dean of Lincoln, was published, with the consent of the Dean, by the committee.
‘I T h e last time we met together, I expresxd
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my wishes, that such persons as were di:diarged
from the naval and militaiy service, on the conclusion of the war, might be domesticated, and
employed as soon as possible, in their respective
parishes ; and that we might endeavour, by the
kind offices of society, and by general example,
to make them become good citizens in time of
peace.
" And it does not appear, from the catalogue
of those who have lately suffered capital punishments, that these men have been marked in
the great delinquency of the times; but a more
melancholy instance must be drawn fiom this
circumstance, that the late increase of capital
crimesdoes not proceed from the close of the
war, (an event to which it might with some
plausibility have been attributed,) but from the
universal depravity of the people ; the contemplation of which would be a gloomy ofiice indeed, if it did not appear, that in the midst of
judgment God remembered mercy And the
Divine goodness seems to have pointed out to
the present age, a measure so peculiarly comprehensive in the advantages which it holds out
to society, that it appears formed t o counteract
every evil propensity of these days, and to prevent them from being injurious to succeeding
generations ; which folds, my brethren, withill
its benevolent arms, every sect of Christianity,
every description of mankind. T h e measure,
which appears to me to possess this invaluable
antidote to the poisonous manners of this depraved age, is the establishment of Sunday
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%hods.
T h e power and efficacy of these institutions reach to such extent of situation, and
of numbers, as no other mode of improvement
can possibly equal. Having anxiously watched
their infancy, and attended to their progressl I
liave thought their principles the most unequivocal, and their influence the most extensive,
that can be employed in the cause of general
reformation.
'' The due observance of the Sabbath is the
first point inculcated by these institutions, and
the mind is formed in its earliest apprehension,
thus to feel the jusf value of this great security
of its future conduct; for among the chief
causes which the unhappy victims to the laws
of their country allege for their ruin, the breach
of the Sabbath must ever be accounted t k first
step in guilt, as it takes place before they are
capable of the crimes of more mature age.
'' T h e habit of subordination is by no means
a circumstance of trivial moment, as it qualifies
such children for the future relations of the
cominunity; and the cleanliness which is required in all, contributes to their health, and impresses them with a sense of decency. These
essential articles must meet with universal approbation, even from those few who yet object
to the further instruction of the lower ranks of
life ; but this opinion is now reduced to so nat
row a ground, as scarcely to meet our attention, and I will add, that instruction In reading
forms a considerable part of these cx~dlent
iustitutions.
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Nor will the benefit be solely confined to
the children who partake of these henevolent
aids, it will importantly affect the manners of
?he families, and even of t h e neighbourhood to
which they beIong.
I C I n the larger towns t h e obligation of these
establishments is mare strongly marked, arid the
capital of this country has given a most laudable example, by the early adoption of them ; bul
I am persuaded that there are few parishes,
where there will not be found children to be
benefited by these institutions, whose parents
cannot be prevailed upon, fierhaps can scarcely
be expected, at least in a political view, to spare
theni for instruction on the days of labour.
" And in manufacturing establishments, thtg
who profit by the labour of such poor children,
will, we trust, universally recompense them with
the humane return. Most benevolent examples
have already been given, and I am confident
that all the proprietors of such manufactories,
will, on reflection, consider it as a most solemn
and responsible duty, since the children they
employ on the days of labour are thereby deprived of the advantage of every other improvement.
" This object, my reverend brethren, I own to
you, is nearest my heart in m y present communication with you : it is a measure so unequivacal in its principle, SO universal in its extent,
so providentially pointed out to correct the degeneracy of the present times, that you cannot
employ your influence in more humanity to in
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,lividuds, and more patriotism to your country,
than by giving it every assistance and protec=
tion in your power."
T h e first report, January 11, 1786, states
I C Your
conmiittee have established fire
schools in the vicinity of London, and have in
reply to many applications which have been
made to them from various parts of the country,
signified their disposition to assist the establishment of schools in those places upon the prin
ciples lsid down by this Society.
" Other applications are under their copsideration, and from the information already received, they are persuaded the beneficial influence of the Society is becoming more extensive.
'' I n order to guard against any possible inconvenience that may arise from boys and girls
being together in the same school, your coinmittee have thought it expedient to adopt the
resolution, that in all schools supported by this
Society, the boys and girls should be separately
instructed, the boys by men, and the girls by
women, the committee reserving to themselves
any exception to thisresolution which may upon
representation appear necessary.
'' T h e subscriptions already received for the
support of the Society amount t o S W 7 . os. 6d."
T h e following letters from the bishops of Salisbury and Landaff, to Henry Thornton, %.
were read by Samuel Hoare, Esq. at the first
annual meeting, January 11, 1756.
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Mengsivell House, Dec. 22,178j.

<< Sin,-The
post has just conveyed to me
your letter, with its inclosures.
‘ ( A friend from their commencement, to
Sunday Schools : 1 have established then1 ;.I
every parish where my property lies, and werinly recommended them in my diocese I have
drawn up regulations for their management;
and had a spelling-book compiled under my direction for their use. From the experience I
have+aireadyhad of the benefits, arising from
these institutions to good order, morals, and
religion among the lower ranks of people, I feel
the most earnest satisfaction at the prospect of
their becoming general.
‘‘I am, Sir, with much regard,
“ Your most obedient humble servant,
S. SARUM.”
‘‘ HENRYTHORNTON,
Esq.
“ Cambridge,

Dec. 20,1785.

sr~,-~411ow me to return thanks to tne
committee appointed by the Society for the establishment of Sunday Schools, for the coinmunication of their plan. I have long thought favourably of the institution of Suritlay Schools,
and that experience alone would be the Sure
test of their utility j .yet I have ventured to take
some steps towards introducing them into the
large towns of iny diocese. I pray God to
prosper the undertaking which you have SCI
beiicvolently set on foot.
t‘ I am, Sir, yorw obliged servant,
It

‘‘R.LANDAFF.”
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Tine following letter from Nr. Raikes, dated
October 7, 1786, was addressed to the Sunday
School Society :
" T h e parish of Painswick exhibited on Sunday, the 24th irlt. a specimen of the reform
which the establishment of Sunday SchooIs is
likely to introduce.
" An annual festival has for time immemorial
been held on that day; a festival that would
have disgraced the most heathenish nations.
Drankenness and every species of clamour, riot,
and disorder, formerly filled the town upon this
occasion. Rlr. Webb, a gentIeman who has
exerted the utmost assiduity in the conduct of
the Sunday Schools in Painswick, was larnenting to me the sad effects that might be naturally expected to arise from this feast. It
occurred to us that an attempt to divert the attention of the vulgar from their former brutai
prostitution of the Lord's day, by exhibiting to
their view a striking picture of the superior enjoyment to be derived from quietness, good
order, and the exercise of that benevolence
which Christianity peculiarly recommends, was
an experiment worth hazarding. W e thought
it could d o no mischief; it would not increase
t h e evil. It was immediately determined to
invite the gentlemen and people of the adjacent
parishes, to view the children of the Sunday
Schools, to mark their improvement i n cleanitriess and behaviour, and to observe the practicability of reducing to a quiet,pea
meanour, th6 most neglected part Of the conk.
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munity, those who form the great bulk of the
people.
c c I n the parish of Painswick are several gentlemen who have a taste for music; they immediately offered to give every assistance in a
church service ; and my benevolent friend, the
Rev. Dr. Glasse, complied with our entreaty to
favour us with a sermon. Mr. Campbell, a
very active justice of peace, Mr. Townsend,
N r . Sheppard, Mr. Webb, uf Ebworth, and
several other gentlepen engaged to give their
countenance ; we were highly gratified too with
Mr. Boddington’s company, who kindly came
from Cheltenham to take a view of this progress
in civilization; he is one of your vice-presidents, and from his report you will receive a
far more perfect idea than my pen can give.
O n the Sunday afternoon the town was filled
with the usual crowds who attend the feast, but
instead of repairing to the alehouses, as heretofore, they all hastened to the church, which
was filled in such a nianner as I never rerneniber to have seen any church in this country
before ; the galleries, the aisles, were throngeci
like a play-house. Drawn up in a rank around
the c&urch yard, appeared the children belonging to the different schools, to the number of
three hundred and thirty-one. T h e gentlemen
walked round to view them; it was a sight interesting and truly affecting : young people,
lately more neglected than the cattle in the field,
ignorant, profme, filthy, clamorous, impatient
of every restraint, were here seen cleanly, quiet,
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observant of order, submissive, courteous in behaviour, and in conversation free from that vileness, which marks our wretched vulgar. T h e
inhabitants of the town bear testimony to this
change in their manners. T h e appearance of
decency might be assumed for a day ; but the
people among whom they live, are ready to declare that this is a character fairly stated.
" After the public service, a collection, for the
benefit of the institution, was made at the doors
of the church. When I considered that the
bulk of the congregation were persons of middling rank, husbandmen and other inhabitants
of the adjacent villages, I concluded that the
collection, if it amounted to twenty-four or twenty-five pounds, might be deemed agood one.
My astonishment was great indeed, when 1
found that the sum was not less than fifty-seven
pounds ! T h i s may be accounted for from the
security which the establishnient of Sunday
Schools has given to the property of every individual in the neighbourhood : the farmers, &c.
declare that they and their families can now
leave their houses, gardens, &c. and frequent
the public worship, without danger of depredation ; formerly they were under the necessity
of leaving their servants, or staying at home
themselves, as a guard; and this was insuflicient, the most vigilant were sometimes plundered, Tt is not then to be wondered at that a
spirit of liberdity was excited on this occasiou.
A carpewter put a guinea in the plate, and aC
teraards brought four more to RIr. Webb : " It
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was my fixed design,’ says he, ‘ to devote the
s1ini that I received for a certain job of work,
to the support of Sunday Schools. I received.
five guineas, one only I put in the plate ; it did
not become me to put more, it would have looked
like ostentation: but here are the other four,’
giring them to Mr. Webb. Another iustnnce
of spirit, occurred in a man upwards of eighty
years of age, who seemed about the raxik of the
yeomanry : ‘Oh! that I should live,’ said he,
‘ to see this day, when poor children are t h u s
befriended, and taught the road to peace and
comfort here, and happiness and heaven hereafter.‘ T h e old man gave a guinea; and said
he would leave another in the hands of a friend,
if he should die before the next anniversary.
When the matter of the collection was settled,
we went to the schools to hear what progress
was made in reading, &e. T h e emulation to
show their acquirements was so very general,
that it would [lave taken up a day t o have grar
tified all the children. I n the mean time, the
town was remarkably free from those pastimes
which used to disgrace it; wrestling, qnarrelling, fighting, were totally banished; all was
peace and tranquillity. I fear I have been too
prolix, but I could not convey the complete idea
that I was desirous of imparting to the generous
promoters of Sunday Schools, without writing
tliese particulars.
“ I forgot to mention that Mr. Fox, one of the
worthy members of your committee, was present
with us at Painswick. T h e Sunday Schools
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first established at Painswick, i l l the summer of the year 1784. T h e children had been
bred up in total ignorance : of the number that
attend the schools, two hundred and thirty can
read i n the Bible or Testament, eighty can read
iii the Sunday Scholar's Companion, and about
tnenty-one are in the alphabet. These children have n o teaching but on the Sunday;
what they learn at the leisure hours in the week,
is the effect of their own desire t o improve;
many have their hooks at their looms, to seize
any yacant minute, when their work is retarded by the breaking of threads. To relieve the
parish from the burden of clothing these poor
creatures, Mr. Webb proposed, that such children as by increase of industry would bring a
penny every Sunday towards their clothing,
should be assisted by having that penny doubled :
this has had ari admirable effect; the children
now regularly bring their pence every Sunday ;
many of them have been clothed, and the good
consequences of laying up a little are poserfiilly enforced. I t is pretty evident that were
every parish in this kingdom blesed with a
inan or two of Mr. Webb's active turn and benevolent mind, the lower class of people, in 'P
few years, would exhibit a material change of
character, and justify that superior policy, which
tends to prevent crimes, rather than to punish
them.
T h e liberality with which the members of
pour society have stood forth in this attempt to
iutroduoe a degree of civiiization and good o r d a
VI^
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among the lowest ranks, entitles then1 to the
thanks of the community, and particularly of
an individual, who will ever be proud to subscribe himself,” &c.
‘‘ P. S. T h e gentlemen of Painswick intend
making a request to Dr. Glasse to publish his
sermon.
“ T h e happy choice of the text had a remarkable effect in commanding the attention of the
audience. The Scriptures could not have furnished a passage more literally applicable to the
subject. I t was taken froin Deut. xxxi. ver. 12,
13.-‘ Gather the people together, men, and
women, and children, and thy stranger that is
within thy gates, that they inay hear, and that
they may learn, and fear the Lord your God,
and observe to do all the words of this law;
and that their children which have not known
’any thing, may hear and learn to fear the Lord
your God as long as ye live.’ ”
T h e following letter of the poet Cowper, will
show his expectations as to Sunday Schools.
I t is dated at Olney, September 24, 1’785, and
was addressed to the Rev. John Newton :
‘ I Mr. Scott called upon us yesterday ; h e is
much inclined to set up a Sunday School, if he
can raise a fund for that purpose. Mr. Jonas
~ at Clifton, and Mr. Unnas had one s v time
win writes n ? .vord
~
that he has been thinking
of nothing else day and night for a fortnight.
It is a wholesome measure that seems to bid
fair to Le pretty generally adopted, and for the
pod effects that it promises, deserves well to
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be so. I know not.indeed, while the spread
the Gospel continues so limited as it is, how a
reformation of manners in the lower class of
mankind can he brought to pass, or by what
other means the utter abolition of all principle
among theni, moral as well as religious, can be
prevented. Heal henish parents can only bring
up heathenish children, an assertion no where
oftener, or more clearly illustrated than at 01ney, where children of seven years of age infeH
the streets every evening with curses and with
songs, to which it would be unseemly to give
their proper epithet. Such urchins as these
could not be so diabolically accomplished unless
by the connivance of their parents. It is weli
indeed, if in some instances, their parents be
not their instructors. .Judging by their proficiency, one can hardly suppose any other. it
is, therefore, doubtless an act of the greatest
charity to snatch them out of such hands befme
the inveteracy o f the evil shall have made It
desperate.”
T h e late Bishop Porteus, then bishop of
Chester, recommended the formation of Sunday
Schools in his extensive diocese. This prelate,
as we are informed by his biographer, had early
conceived a very favourabie opinion of the plan,
and in several instances privately encouraged i t .
l C But, as an act of prudenee, he determined not
to give it the sanction of his public
till, as lie observes, ‘time and ex
rhore accurate inquiry, had enable
a more decided judg
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its F obable effects.’ When, however, repeated
information from various quarters, and particu.
larly from some of the largest manufacturing
towns in his diocese, had convinced him that
such institutions, wherever the experiment had
beee fairly tried, had produced, and could not
fail to produce, if discreetly regulated , essential
benefit, he no longer hesitated in promoting
them generally throughout his diocese. With
this view, as the wisest and most effectual mode
of giving publicity to his sentiments, he addressed to his clergy a very excellent letter, containing, in a short compass, a plain, temperate
and judicious exposition of the advatitages of
Sunday Schools, and of the rules by which they
should be conducted.’J-Life
of Bishop Portells, p. 93.
T h e following extract of a letter of the Rev.
John Wesley, written in his 54th year, to the
Rev. Richard Rodda, Chester, will show the
opinion of the venerable founder of Methodism,
in favour of Sunday Schools.
London, June 17,1787.

(‘MY DEARBROTHER,^ am glad you have

taken in hand that blessed work of setting u p
Sunday Schools in Chester. I t seems these will
be one great means of reviving religion througliout the nation. T wonder Satan has not yet
sent out some able champion against them.”

From the years 1785 and 1786, Sunday
Schools were established in a great many di*
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tricts throughout England, and were found
eminently useful wherever they were properly.
conducted. T h e great impediment to their
prosperity was the expense of hiring teachers.
I t appears, that from 1786 to 1800, the Sunday
School Society alone paid upwards of 34000
to hired teachers. At Stockport, in 1784, the
teachers were paid one shilling and sixpence
every Sunday for their services; but by degrees
gratuitous teachers arose, so that in 1794, o u t
of nearly thirty teachers, six only were hired,
the rest ‘‘ voluntarily put themselves nnder the
direction of the visitors as regular teachers.”
T h e beneficial effects of employing gratuitous
teachers were soon apparent, and from the time
they offered their services, the number of schoIars and teachers, and the amount of the suhscriptions regularly increased. I n a few years
hired teachers were wholly relinquished in the
Stockport school.
. We are not able to state who were the first
gratuitous teachers who devoted their services
to Sunday Schools, o r what place has the honour of originating this material improvement in
the system. W e rather imagine that when Sunday SchooIs attracted the attention of those true
Christians mho possessed active benevolence,
that they spontaneously offered their gratuitous
labours, from love to Christ, and to the young;
probably, such individuals were so numerous,
that it would a t present be impossible to sap
what person first set the example of gratuitous
teaching ; could he be discovered, we should
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pb;e him :n the next rank to the imrndrtal
Raikes, because, an imitation of his example
‘had led to the present flourishing state of thew
institutbns, and is the surest pledge of their
purity and perpetuity. TO show the inrporta w e of gratuitous teachers, it will be sufficient
to state, that if the 90,000 gratuitous teachers
who are at present engaged in Sunday Schools
were to b e paid eighteen pence each Sunday,
this expense alone would amount to k2,457,800
in seven years, reckoning this as the average
period of each teacher’s services. T h a t man
must be unworthy of the name of a Briton,
and still more of a Christian, whose heart does
not glow with gratitude to God for raising up
so many benevolent instructors of the youthful
poor ; may their hbours be blessed abundant
ly ; in watering others, may they own souls be
watered with the selectest influences of the
Holy Spirit ; and hereafter may they receive
the welcome of their Lord and Saviour, not of
debt but of grace, “Verily, I say unto you,
inasmuch as ye have done it &untoone of the
least of these my brethren, ye have done it
unto me.” Matt. xxv. 40.
Mr. Fox had communicated to Mr. Raikps
a pleasing and exhilarating account of the first
Anniversary of the Sunday School at Colchester, at which he was present. Bfier describiiig
the scene, Mr. F. says,‘‘ Not a single occurrence interposed tb ernbitter or in the least interrupt the pleasures of
the day; all was harmony, peace, and love;
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for, however divided in political sentiments, or
separated from each other by diversity of reli-

gious opinions, in this important underraking,
whxein t h e glory of God and the good of mankind are so intimately concerned, the most perfect unanimity has, from its commencement,
constantly prevailed. How worthy of imitatins
is this example! Should it be universally b
lowed, and should that spirit of bigotry, which
disgraced former times, and in some instances
prevents improvenient in the present, be proscribed from t h e breasts of all, as it is from the
wise and good, we might expect to see, not only
234,000 poor children (which the Sunday
Schools in England are now calculated to Contain) emerging from ignorance and rescuing
from vice, but such an extension of the institution, as could not fail, under the Divine blessing, to produce universal good to the poor, and
security to the rich.”
T h e following is a copy of thd reply Mr.
Raikes sent to Mr. Fox, dated July 12, 1787 ;
and we give it with a view of illuarating the
excellent spirit of that good man.
“ DEAR
SSR,-I regret that the variety of my
business and engagements, when I was last in
town, prevented me from devoting an afternoon
to the enjoyment of your company.
(‘T h e loss was mine ; for I find new pleasures
q u a l to those, which arise from the conversation of men who are endeavouring to
the glory of the Creator, and the gooel af the2
fellow-creatures.
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“ I consider you, too, with the greater respect, as 1 believe you were one of the first of
my encouragers at the outset of the little plan
I was the humble instrument of suggesting to
the world.
‘‘ I thank you, my good friend, for comniunicating the pleasing recital from Colchester
What a wide and extensive field of rational enjoyment opens to our view, could we allow the
improvement of human uature to become the
source of pleasure.
&‘ Instead of training horses to the course,
and viewing with delight their exertions at
Newmarket, let our men of fortune turn their
eyes to an exhibition like that at Colchester.
Jmpart to them a small portion of that solid
enjoyment, which a mind like yours must receive from the glorions sight. Children, more
neglected than the beasts of the field, now
taught to relish the comfort of deceiicy, and
good orderlaandto know that their own happiness greatly depends on promoting the happiness of others. When the coinmtinity begins
to reap the benefit of these principles, let u s
hope that this nation will manifest to the world
the blesied effects of a general diffusion of
Christianity. T h e great rerormers ofpast times
have been only removing obstructions in our
way. Let us hope that the day is approaching,
when “ the knowledge of the Lord shall cover
the earth, as the waters cover the sea.” Tlie
number of children admitted into a state of culture in this short period, seems to me little less
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miraculons than the draught of fishes; and
would i n c l h e us to think, that the prophecy
above quoteu is advancing to its completion.
Some French gentlemen, members of the Royal
Academy at Paris, were with me last week;
and were so strongly impressed with the probable effects of this scheme of civilization, that
they have taken all the pieces I have printed
on the subject, and intend proposing establishments of a similar nature in some of their pa
rishes in the provinces, by way of experiment.
We have seen the rapid progress of Christianity.
Dr. Adam Smith, who has so ably written on the
Wealth of Nations, says, “ No plan has proruised to effect a change of manners, with equal ease
and simplicity, since the days of the Apostles.’J
“ I have sent you my paper of this week,
that you may see we are extending towards
Wales, with the improvement of a School of
Industry.
u I have only room to add, that I am, dear sir,
‘‘ Your sincere friend and servant,
,‘July 12, 1787.
R.RAIHES?’
‘‘ P. S.--Send me “ T h e World,” in which
h e Colchester letter appeared.”*
T h e following resolution was adopted at the
general meeting of the Sunday School Society,
held July 11, 1787:
“ Resolved, unanimously, that in considera-

* Mr. Fox had published his Account of the Colcheater Anniversary in the paper cdIed t&e World
June, 1787.
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tion of tlie zeal and merits of Robert Raikeu.
Esq. of Gloucester, who may be considered as
the original founder, as well as the liberal promoter of Sunday Schools, he be admitted an
honorary member of this Society.”
January 1O,l787,thecommittegreport,“that
sundry answers to their circular letter to the jiiperintendents had been received, from all of
which they have the pleasure to ohserye that
the schools are in general well attended, that
the scholars not only learn to read, but that
their general behaviour affords ample proof of
the utility of the design. N o r can your cornmittee help rernai king, that children thus educated have, in many instances, by an orderly
conduct shamed thei?.parents front fhe practice
of vices t o which they were befwe addicted. And
that the very neighbourhoods in which such
schools are established, exhibit examples of deceiicy, regularity, and security, to which they
had long been unaccustomed.“
April 9, 1785, the report states, “ your corn
rnittee liave reason to hope that an attempt will
be made in Ireland to form a society similar to
that of our own, and they are about sending
over the several papers and letters which they
have generally circulated here, with a view of’
giving every information and encouragement
to promote so desirable ail undertaking in that
kingdom.” This was effected after an interval
of more than twenty years, as we shall hereafter relate,
In October, 1758, it was suggested to the
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Sunday School Society, that it would be desirable to extend its aid to Wales, but the subject
was adiourned, on account of the state of the
finances. July i l , 1'798, an ndditiond subscription was commenced for the benefit of Sunday
Schools in Wales ; and on the 9th of January,
1800, both the funds were united together. So
great was the progress of Sunday Schools in
Wales, that, in three years, 177 schools n e r e
established, containing 8,040 children. I n July,
1799, the committee informed the Society of
their intention, " if possible, to print an edition
of the New Testament, in the Welch language,
a measure which they had much at heart, being
convinced of its great propriety and necessity ;
that the knowledge which had been acquired
in Sunday Schools might be directed to the
scriptures, which are of infinite importance to
the bodies and souls of men." W e have heard
that this want of the Scriptures, occasioned by
Sunday Schools, led to the formation of the
British and Foreign Bible Society; and our
country hag surely the greatest reason for gratitude, that when her poor were taught to read,
and to appreciate the word of God, by Sunday
Schools, a society was formed which puts the
Bible into the hands of our well-educated
youth. T h e following extract from the report
of the committee, delivered the 10th of October, 1504, is to this point:
" While the committee rejoice in the testimonies which they have received of the pcrtieulnr good consequences resulting from their
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Iabours, they cannot bnt advert with more than
ordinary satisfaction, to that general impression
which the Society, under the blessing of God,
has made upon the minds of the lower orders
of the community. I t has been recently proved
that the Scriptures are sought for with uncommon avidity in many parts of the island ; and
i t is worthy of remark, that the very evidence
which proves that a desire to peruse the Scriptnres has been excited, affoids an equal proof
that the honour of having excited it, belongs in
the greatest degree to the institution and encouragement of Sunday Schools.’’
T h e exertions of the Rev. Thomas Charles,
of Bala, were eminently successful, in establishing Sunday Schools in Wales: they were
commenced about 1759, and have proved extensively useful.
Sunday Schools have continued to prosper
in Wales, to the present time, and have taught
great numbers, both of the young and the adult
poor, to read and to value the sacred Scriptures.
In the report of the Stockport Sunday School
for 1797, it is remarked, “ t h a t several who
were taken into the school, ignorant of letters,
are now making the most grateful return by
becoming diligent teachers therein ; others,
grown to years of maturity, are cornfortably
settled in life, and become useful members of
society, whilst some who had b m n cut off in
the bloom of youth, had died in full prospect
of a glorious immortality, with their latest
breath praying for their benefactors.’’
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11, the history of Sunday Schools, not orily
has the providence of God appeared in raising
up gratuitous teachers, but also in rendering
these institutions the means of self-perpetuation. And we map state, from experience and
observation, that some of the most effective
teachers have thus been raised from the ranks,
who have been thoroughly initiated in the system of instruction, and devotedly attached to
their work, from a sense of gratitude, as well
as duty. May the number of such individhals
be increased a thousand fold !
I n Scotland, which has long been &stinguished by its attention to education, it was at
first thonght f i a t Sunday Schools were not
needed, and consequently very few were established till about the year 1797. I t should be
observed, that the Sabbath Schools in Scotland,
are generally held only in the evening, from
six to eight o’clock, and that the communication of religious instruction is their sole object,
as the children have been taught to read the
Scriptures, before they are admitted.
T h e Edinburgh Gratis Sabbath School Society opened its first school in March, 1797.
The Aberdeen Sabbath Evening School Society
was established the same year, and, soon after,
siniilar societies and schools were established
in most of the populous places in Scotland.
The next remarkable era in the history of
Sunday Schools, is the establishment of the
Sunday School Union, in 1803.
I n reviewing the state of religion we are
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struck with pleasing surprise at beholding its
rapid progress during the few years which have
elapsed since the commencement of the nirieteenth century. I n our opinion, nothing has
contributed more to produce this pleasing effect
than that unity and love by which the children
Qf God have been so generally influenced. Formerly, the spirit of Christianity seems to have
been almost lost in the collision of parties, and
the animosities of jarring sects; and thus while
religion at home was drooping, very few efforts
were made to diffuse its blessings abroad. But
when the public mind became enlightened and
sanctified by pious instruction, and the circulation of the Scriptures, bigotry, liatred, and disaord, withdrew, like spectres, conipelled to retreat at the approach of daylight, and they now
only haunt the imaginations of the timid, the
unenlightened, or the superstitious. T h e society of which we are about to give some account,
bears the name of UNION in its title, and a union
it is for a most important purpose,-to promote
the great cause of Sunday Schools. T h e efforts
of any individual, however wise or active he
might be, would he productive of but little benefit, when cumpared with the good resulting
from the combined exertions of many benevolent persons. Raikes might have laboured till
the termination of his long life, surrounded by
a few Sunday scholars in the vicinity of his
residence, had he not aroused the attention of
his countrymen to his plana, arid directed their
eaergies ta these institutions.
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I n detached situations, with different p l a ~ s
of instrucEion, and without any nieans of communicating with each other, Sunday School
teachers continued for a considerable time to
proceed silently in their benevolent employment. But it was found that z e d thus private
and retired would be likely soon to languish ;
improvements in education would be oiily partially known or adopted, and inteltigence which
might animate wavering exertion, direct inquiring benevolence, and promote more energetit
and extensive plans for instruction, could not
be generally communicated by any existing rnediums. Hence the necessity of a Sunday School
Union, in which gratuitous teachers from diF
ferent schools might assemble to encourage and
direct each other in their arduous labours.
T h i s becorning the subject of conversation at
a prayer meeting among some Sunday School
teachers, who were much impressed with a
sense of the importanae of the object and its
practicability, they resolved to call a meeting of
the teachers and friends of Sunday Schools, t o
consider this subject more at large, and to adopt
measures for carrying it into execution. A c
oordingly, on the 1 3 t h J u l y , IS03,a numerous
assembly was convened at Surry Chapel school
rooms. T h e subject excited considerable attention, its expediency and userutness were generally acknowledged, and the fundamental rules
of the Society were formed.
T h e objects of this Union are: First,-To
s"timu1ateand encour8ge those who are engaged
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as Sunday School teachers to greater exertions
in the education and religious instruction of the
ignorant. Secondly. By mutual comrnunicatioris to improve the methods of tuition. Third.
ly , to enlarge existing schools, ascertain those
situations in London and its vicinity, where
Sunday Schools are most wanted, and endeavour to establish them. Fourthly, to supply
books and stationary suited for Sunday Schools
at reduced prices. Fifthly, T o correspond with
ministers and other persons, in the United Kingdom and abroad, relative to Sunday Schools,
and to afford them such assistance in the formation of Sunday Schools, and Sunday School
Unions, as the funds will permit; but in carrying these objects into effect, this Society shall
not, in any way, interfere with theprivate concerns of Sunday Schools.
When the Union was thus commenced, one
of its first employments was to consider what
spelling books were best adapted for Sunaay
Schools ; but finding none exactly suited for
the purpose, especially with respect to religious
and moral instruction, they determined to compile one, in two parts, for general use. T h i s
spelling book, the lessons of which are chiefly
extracted from the Scriptures, must have occasioned considerable lahour, and is certainly
creditable to the infant exertions of this Society.
Besides this, a plan for the formation and
regulation of Sunday Schools," and several
other very useful books were published by the
Union, and these beneficial exertions have been
('
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contiuued and increased up to the present time.
“ T h e Youth’s Magazine” was also commenced
under the sanction of the Committee.
I n 1810, the principI’e of Sunday School
Unions was carried into the country, afid the
Nottinghnm and Hampshire Sunday Schbol
Unions were formed.
Soon niany counties, cities, and I a r p towns,
adopted a similar pian ; so that, at present, up
wards of seventy of these societies have been
organized, which have diffrised the means of instruction to a great extent in many parts ofGreat
Britain, and have been productive of innumerable benefits, wherever they have been instituted.
Previous to the establishment of the Unions,
S inday School teachers resembled scattered
warriors in an enemy’s country : individually,
arid in their separate stations, they had been
valiant and victorious; but a combination of
talent, of energy, and of means, was much needed.. By these societies, the instructors of the
young, led forward under the banner of Union,
have commenced a combined, and, w e trust,
irresistible, attack against ignorance and vice,those worst of enemies to the human race.
T h e disunited efforts of pious individuals may
produce several local benefits; but it is by the
tmion of many, that great and extensive plans
must be carried into effect, and a general attack
be made on the strong holds of folly and wickedness. H e n c e arises the necessity of the establishment of Sunday sEh.001 Uniom in every
distl-ict of Britain, as the most effectual plan
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for removing the ignorance and depravity wEl&
still too much prevail. Let the friends of
Christ and of the young unite their efforts universally, and soon, in every village and every
hamlet, where ignorance has long maintained
an undisputed dominion, the voice of instruction will be heard,-the
Sabbath will be kept
holy to the Lord,-the youthful poor will rise
up to calk the Redeemer blessed,-and the hills
and the valleys will re-echo the Saviour's praise,
from the mouths of babes and sucklings.
T h e advantages which Aow from the establishment of Sunday School Unions are too numerous to be all minutely detailed; we shaU
state a few of them, for the encouragenient of
those who may be desirous of forming' such
institutions.
A t the formation of a Sunday School Union,
the public attention is directed to investigate
the state of education throughout the district ;
and the leading object of the society is, to endeavour t o supply this deficiency. When the
Union is established, the iiatural inquiry at the
several meetings of the committee is, What
places are destitute ofschools?-What churches
or chapels in the district are without Sunday
Schools?-And
how can we supply them 1 or
stimulate the irttention of others towards them ?
Union furnishes both the plan and the means ;
indiiiduals may forrn projects and suggest plans
of extensive utility, but it is only by union that
they can be carried into full effect, and become
generally adopted. T h e teridency of Union8
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the extension of Sunday Schools, is
not merely theoretical : happily, in those (listricts where these Societies have been established, practical experience has proved their
beneficial influence ; so that many thousands,
and tens of thousands of children, who would
otherwise have continued immersed in ignorance, now rise up as evideiices to prove the
extensive utility of Sunday School Union?
T h e advantages of Unions have also been felr
in schools already established. They have been
supplied with books from the Depot in L O ~ U R ,
at the lowest scale of prices, by which their
funds have been rendered adequate tp more extensive usefulness; and their union has led to an
increase in the number of teachers and scholars; to improvements in the methods of imparting instruction ; to augtnerited zeal and activity
in the teachers; and thus they have advanced
the general wrihre of these establishments.
A Sunday School Union produces many advantages which can be attained in no other way.
Great are the benefits which flow from mutual
advice and assistance, in promoting the objects
of Sunday Schools. Information is extendeduseful plans ant1 pleasing facts are reportedthe general experience is rendered available to
individuals-mutual
encouragements excite
each other’s zeal-niutual prayers, ascendiqg t0
the throne of grace, bring abundant blessings
from the God of love. Every labourer in this
cause must feel that he sometimes r e q u i r e
stimulating, that he is tempted to grow languid,
to proniote

5
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and decline from his toils, and to fear that all
his exertions have been futile, and may as well
be discontinued ; but, by the mutual intercourse
which a Sunday School Union establishes, his
zeal is invigorated, his heart is warmed, and he
is excited to go on, through every difficulty, labouring more zealously for the prornotion of the
religious interests of the rising generation.
In the Union of Sunday School teachers,
there is no sacrifice of principle, no compromise
3f duty, no interference with the internal management of the several schools. All discordant
eIements are banished, and union with Christ
and with each other, forms the basis of the association. Union, to be effective, must consist
in something more than the name : the feelings
must be deeply excited, the whole soul interested, and we must sincerely sympathize with
each other in our joys and sorrows. W e must
gladly bear each other's burthens, and thus fulfil the law of Christ. W e must blend the harmlessness of the dove with the wisdom of the
serpent, and evince our love to Jesus, to his
cause, and to his people, by the ardour of our
feelings, the energy of our conduct, and the
amplitude of our benevolence.
Some teachers may reason thus: I' Wt. are
doing very nell, why should we unite with
others; we will leave them to themselves, while
we restrict our attentiori to our own particular
schools." Alas! that a Christian should think
of confining his affections and his labours within the narrow circle .in which he moves ; and
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that he should feel n o fervid desire for the extension of the Sunday School system. We
cannot help pitying and admonishing that individual teacher who is not anxious to advance
the genera1 cause of Sunday Schools ; or n h r
refuses to unite with his fellow Christians in
promoting, to as wide an extent as possible, the
general diffusion of religious education. Is not
such conduct unworthy the character of a Sunday Sciiool teacher? IF all who have engaged
in this work had been of a similar mind, we
venture to state our conviction, that Sunday
Schoole could riot have been extended so widely
as they are at present. Let the contracted feelings of party spirit be now banished from our
minds ; let us meet together as Christians, and
as fellow-labourers, and " let brotherly love conWh y should not those imite in ciertion
tinue."
here, who expect to unite iii pruise krrrq%r ?
May the spirit of heaven, of unity, and of love,
be more influential in the hearts and lives of all
true Christians, and especially among those who
are employed in educating the rising generatiori.
Facts, however, are the best proofs of the advantages of Sunday School Unions. T h e following returns are speciineris of the beneficial
effect of Unions in estending Sunday Schools :
Sclrolari

. .
. .. ..

.. ...

RcpirrLcd.

Noltirqhoin Sunday Scliool Union, in 1810 4S?4in
1~:tr~ijrrhire
ditto
islo' if43
Sli~lhald
dnu,
1P13' X8G
Balll
nitto
1813: 8M
Increase in Four Uiiioiis 36.579

S.hoIarr
Rqwrtrd.
19213 93 940
dlttn)-ji16

ditto if'lbz
aitto 5:tjcs
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Sunday Schools have, in a particular manner, prepared the way for the operations of the
Bible Society ; and as all denominations unite
in diffusing the Scriptures, they should surcly
join i n bestowing the ability to read thein ; for
the gift of a Blble to those persons who are incapable of reading it, would be like presenting
a warrior’s sword to the helpless babe : the untutored poor are unable t o wield that rnighty
weapon, ‘‘ T h e sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God.” Let the friends of the Bible
and of the youthful poor concur in their labours
of love. Let a Sunday School Union be established in every neighbourhood, and we have no
doubt that it will be fourid most delightful and
beneficial. Sundny School Unions strengthen
the bonds of brotherly love; they prevent Ianguishing schools from declinitig ; and lead to
the establishnient of new schools in situations
which require them. They are eminently cnlculated to advance one of the best causes-the
religious instruction of the young, by one of the
best means-the pious and disinterested exertions of Christians; who, by union of strength
and division of labour, act with greater energy
and sticcess. W e are persuaded, that if Sunday
School Unions were universally established, the
beneficial consequerices would be incalculably
great to the present risipg generation, antl theii
advantages would be perpetuated throilghoii~
future ages; h u t it is eternity alone that can
fully develope the blessed results of Sunday
Schools and Sunday Schoo Unions.
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T h e total numbers reported to the Sunday
School Unipn up to the first of May, 1325, were,

5:7(i-1 &2,4.47
- -- -- -- -- 1,967 lf,337 171,4%2
-W,O"
- - - - - r , r J 1 'ism

In Great Britain,
In Ireland,

-

Total,

Sclonlr.

e

Trnckrr*.

Schoiurr.
fi(~j&E

I
.

It should be here observed, that these returns.

as to scholars and teachers, are frerperttiy defective ; and that from many parts of the country 110 returns have been yet obtained, consequently the actual number are niuch greater
than these totals exhibit.
O n the 13th of Nay, 1512, the anniversary
of the Sunday School Union 'ivas agreed to be
held in t h e large room at the City of Loudon
&Tarern,Eishopsgate-street, at an early hour iii
the nioriiing ; after breakfast the Report was
read, and the general business transacted.
These public meetings have been continued
since, and have been kept up with increasing
interest to the present time. As the Reports of
the Sunday School Union from 1812 have been
published from year to year, we shall conclude
our notice of its operations, by stating, that the
Society is proceeding prosperously, and that it
merits far greater pecuniary suliport than it has
ever yet received.
F o r nearly thirty years Mr. Raikes mas permitted to witness the growing extension of
Sunday Schools, and he was humbly thankful
that t h e Divine blessing had so remarkably attended these humble seminaries. From I809
to 1811,Mr. Raikes' hedth wasdeclining. On
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the evening of the 5th of April, 1811, he ex.
perienced an oppression on his che2t; a physician immediately attended him, and declared
that his case was hopeless ; in little more than
half an hour he expired, in his native city,
Gloucester, and i n the 75th year of his age.
T h u s he came t o his grave i n a f u l l ugr, and
might, surely, have solaced his life’s decline with
the promise of his great Examplar-Blessed
art thou, for these canaot r e c o i n p m e thee, but
thou shalt Be recotripeiised at the resurrection
thejllst.
In the south aisle of the ancient church of
St. Mary de Cyrpt, Gloucester, this venerable
philanthropist was buried. There is an inscription on his moniment, the first part of which
relates to his parents ; we copy the remaincler,
concerning the Founder of Sunday Schools :

os

ROBERT1 etinm horum Filii natu
maximi Q u i Scholis Sabbaticiv
hic primuin a se institutis
nec non apud alios
Felici opera Studioque sub commeridatis obiit die April 5
Anno Salutis 1811
Anno AEtatis
SUE

{

e-

15.

Also, ot

ROBERT

Their Eldest Son

By wliorn Sabbath Schools were first instituted
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in this place;
and were also,
By his successful exertion and assiduity,
Recommended to others.
H e died on the 5th day of April
our SaIGation i ~ 1 1 .
I n the Tear of
of his age 75.

{

WhiIe heroes who have fought for tlieii
country have their names recorded on splendid
public monuments, this hrimble inscription is all
that commemorates one who was a greater benefactor to this nation than its most successfuI
warriors ; but perhaps the best monuments to
the memory of Rnikes are the numerous Sunday Schools which are spread throughout o u r
country-the best tribute we can rerder to his
memory, is an energetic inlitation of his example.
W e are happy to inform our readers, that an
excellent portrait of the Founder of Sunday
Schools has been published, and is sold at 19,
Paternoster R o n . From the best authority we
learn “ that the resemblance is accurately preserved.” Certainly Mr. Raikes’ fine countenance is a model of mildness and benevolence,
worthy of his inestimable character.
W e shall conclude our sketch of Mr. Raikes’
Iife Ity the following anecdote, which he himself related :*
*Taken from Douglass’ Facts and Anecdotes uf

Bunday Schools.
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One day as I was going to church. I overtooIc a soldier ju3t entering the church-door :
this was on a week day. A s I passed h h , 1
said it gave me pleasure to see that he was going to a place of worship.” “ Ah ! Sii,” said
he, “ 1 may thank you for that.” “ N e !*’ said
I, “ why, 1 do not know that I ever saw you be.
fore.” “ Sir,’’ said he, “when I W R S a little
boy, I was indebted to you for my first iiistruction in my duty. I used to meet you a t the
morning service, in this cathedral, and was one
of your Sunday scholars. Bjy fdther, when
he left this city, took me into Berkshire, and
put me apprentice to a shoemaker. I used often
to think on you. A t length I went to London :
and was there drawn to serve as a militia-nian
in the Westminster militia. I came to Gloucester last night with a deserter, and took the
opportunity of coining this morning to visit
the O M spot, and in hopes of once more seeing
‘I

YOI.1.’’

He then told me his name ; and brought himself to my recollectioxi by a curious oircumstauce, which happened whilst he wiis at school.
His father was a journeyman cnriier, a must
nle, profligate man. n i t e r the boy had been
some time at school he came one dsy sild told
me that his futlier w a s wonderfully changed;
aud that he had left off going to the ale-house
on a Sunday. I t happened, soon after, that I
met the nian in the street, and said to him, ‘&
Ny
dear friend, it gives me great pleasure to hear
lbat you have left off going to tlie ale-hsuse Qn
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the Sunday; your boy tells me that you now
stay at home, and never get tipsy.” “Sir,”
said he, “ I may thank you for it.”
Say,)’
said I, “ that is impossible : I do not recollect
No, sir,”
that I ever spoke to you before.”
said he, “ but the good instructions you give niy
boy, he brings home to me, and it is that, sir,
which has induced me to reform my life.”
T h e next subject that requires our attention
is the establishment of Sunday Schools in Ireland. We do not know at what time they were
introduced ; it is probable that some of these
institutions were formed in a private manner,
soon after their comniencement in England,
but no general efforts mere made till Novembcr
1609,when the Sunday School Society for Ireland was organized. T h e object of this very
important Society is, to disseminate the m o s ~
approved plans of instruction, and to supply
spelling-books and the Scriptures gratuitously,
or at reduced prices, to the Sunday Schools
throughout Ireland, without any interference
with their internal management. This Society
is patronized by some of the most exalted and
most excellent persons in Ireland, and has proceeded in its benevolent course from year to
year, with growing success.
T h e following statement, taken from the
latest report of the Society, mill show the progressive increase in the number of its schools,
frorn the period of its establishment in Novem
ber 1809,to the present time.
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1810
1811
1813
1814
1815
1816
1617
1818
1819

I820

1821

1822
1823
1824
1825

- Kov. - - DO. -- -- DO. -- - - - -- --- --- -

ApriI

DO.
DO.
DO.
DO.
Do.
DO.
Do.
DO.
DO.
DO.
DO.

-----

--- -- -- -- -

Schools.

2
44
117
175
252
335
418
522
iG2
3,021
1,247
1,395
1,519
1,640
1,702

-- - - - - - - - - - --- --- -

Echo.ara

87
5,172
15,800
93,529
28,598
37,590
49,981
57,819
81,114
108,?7'4
127,897
144,848
149,782
157,184
150,831

From the Parliameni.iry Report of the Irish
Education Inquiry, dated 30th May,- 1525, we
make the following extracts, which both shew
the proceedings of this important Society, and
illustrate the Sunday School system.
" The number of scholars in the schools of
the Society over Ireland generally appears to
have been, at the period referred to (March
1824,) in the ratio of one to 44 of the whole
population. It is to be observed, however, that
this does not furnish the total number of scholars receiving instruction in Protestant Sunday
Schools, as there are others not connected with
this Society, which are either aided by other
associations, ,or carried on by individuals wlic
do not apply for assistance. T h e comparative
extent t o which the sjsteni has been already
carried in Ulster, may be estimated from the
circumstance, that the Sunday School teachers
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In that province are nearly donble the rzutriher
of the scholars in the wholr: province of Rlunater ; the teachers in Ulster being, according
to the general report of the Society ill 152.1,
0,471 ; and the scholars in lllunster being, by
the same report, 5,tiG:J. T h e number of schola r s i n Ulster, i n RIiIrch l N 4 , Jvils 125,272.r i l e total number in the other three provix ces
of Ireland, was 31,012.
'' I t appears that in the north of Ireland instance; occur, where servants make it a condition of their engagement, that they shall be
allowed a certain portion of time on Sunday
for their attendaiice at the school.
From a cornmunicntion which has been
transmitted to us by the secretary of the Society,
subsequent to his esainination, in order to show
the actual state of the schools down to the latest
returns furnished to them, it appears, that during the year v hickended in March last (182.5,)
althongh there mas an iricrease of 62 schools,
and 269 gratuitous teachers, there was a de
crease of scholars to the amount of 6,355. This
reduction in the number of scholars is ascribed
by the secretary to the following causes, viz.
" First.-More
accurate information of the
state of the schools (obtained through the medium of parochial maps, prepared by the society,) froin which it was ascertained that several
schools retained on the Society's list had ftiiled,
but the failure of which had not been reported
to the Society by their several conductors.
" Second.-An
approved system in the man:
'(
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agement of schools, in consequence or which
their conductors have furnished more accurate
returns of the number of scholars in actual attendance.
" Third.-It
is ascribed principally to the
general establishment, during the last year, of
schools held on Sundays, in the Roniaii Catholic chapels, which measure has withdrawn froin
the neighbouring Sunday Schools many of the
children of that cornmunion.
" The most remarkable features of the plan
on. which this Society acts, are its simplicity,
and the important results which are produced
when compared with its very limited expenditure. This must be ascribed in a great measure to the description of the teachers in the
Sunday Schools, and to the circumstance that
their services are grattiitous ; a peculiarity
which is, however, of still greater importance
in a moral view, than in reference to considerations of economy.
" It is another characteristic of the system,
that the Society assumes no direction or control
whatever as to the management of the schools,
or. the plan of teaching. Although t h y distribute the Scriptures without commentary, they
abstain froin inquiring whether any such is SI]peradded by the teachers. I n like manner they
do not forbid the use of Catechisms, althoiigh
none are supplied by them. Another peculinrity which has led to the extension of these
schools is, that they are formed with great faciIity. There Is no stipendiary master to be
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~ooghtfor and engaged, and no apparatus, h i t
a few books, to be provided. T h e children of
a district are often invited, if the use a school
rooin cannot be had, to assenible in the church
or other place of worship, before or after divine
service, or they are brought to any other place
convenient for the purpose.
" T h e mechanism of the school is also productipe of important adrantages. T h e instructors are siifficiently numerous, in most cases, to
allow a division of the scholars into small
classes, and thus to admit of a much closer and
more scrupulous attention to the individual
scholars. Another, and still greater advantage
of the plan allowed and recotnmended by the
Society, and as it is practised in most, if not all
of these schools, is, that the scholar does not
learn his lesson mechanically, and by the efforts
of memory alone. It is the great object of a
Sunday School teacher to conimunicate not
merely the power of reading, but to insure the
understanding of what is read, which in many
other cases the teacher has not the opportnnity,
thaugh he may have the ability of efiecting.
T h e children themselves have a peculiar pleasure in attending these schools ; and instances
have been stated to us, where the endeavour to
prevent their resorting EO them, or to withdraw
them to other places for instruction, has proved
unavailing. A few sckools hahe been opened
for the instruction of adults exclusively. But
tho SuritIay School is attended occasio~lallyby
grown persons, and by many youths who are
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above the age of ordinary reading scholars. It
appears froin n publishcd report of the Society
for the year ended April, 1822, that the nuniher of persons attending the schools at that time,
who n e r e above the age of 15, was, in the province of

-

Ulster
I n Leinster
In Connzuglit
In M u s t e r

-

Making a total of

-

-

14,048
2,119

-

17,129

616

346

“ T h e Sunday Schools in general are composed of a more mixed description of persons,
both in respect of age and station, t h m the attendants on the ordinary day schools; and in
consequence of the places where they are
sometinies held, such as the cottages of the
poor themselves, or the dwelliiig of the patron
and teacher, those individuals are often induced
to join them who wouid be deterred by its publicity froi-ri appearing at the ordinary school
house. This system of instruction has found
its way also into some of the hospitals and
jails, and has estended its influence to many
quarters which were before iuaccessible to the
means of moral and intellectual improvement.
“Of the general good effects produced by
this class of schools, and their influence iz promoting the moral culture of the people, we
have received very strong proofs from the teatimony of those who have attended to their
operation.
“ Mr. L a Touche, who has acted gratuitously

3
rs its secretary, since its first establishment,
and to whose exertions the Society has been
much indebted, thus expresses hirtlself on the
subject :-'' T h e best system of Sunday SChOOl
instruction is where it is spread over the parish,
arid where the teachers and children lire near
each other, because it should not be supposed
that the instruction of the Sunday School is
tnerely that which takes place on the Sunday.
T h e teacher forms a parental affection for his
pupil, and the pupil a filial feeling towards his
teacher, and that is carried on during the week,
and if a child is seen doing any thing wrong in
the week day, the teacher considers he has a
right to find fault with him, and keeps his eye
upon him,-then
again, the teacher, as it has
been represented to me, becomes more circuinspect in his conduct, he knows he is under the
eye of his pupils, and h e would be ashanied t o
be seen doing a thing on ameeli day that he told
the children not to do on the Sunday ;-then
again the lessons for the next Sunday are to b e
prepared during the week ; they are gerterally
portions of Scripture to be committed to meinory, that brings necessarily not only the S c r i p
cures before the child's mind, giving him something to think of, but i t brings it before the
menibers o f t h e family, as he frequently puts the
book into the hands of his family to hear him
recite his lessons, so that the Holy Scriptures are
brought more closely in contact with the poor.
by the Sunday Schools."-" T h e Sunday Schooi
is a kind of channel in which all the good feel
ROBERT RAIBES, ESQ.
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i n p and better principles ot‘ the upper classes
can be conveyed to the lower ; it .brings them

in contact together, and tends considerably to
harmonize the different ranks of society.”-“ 1
think it is among the clergy of the Established
Church that Sunday School instruction has increased, and is likely to increase-the high approbation of several dignitaries of the Churc h
has been given to the system of Sunday School
instruction.”
“ I am convinced that the feelings of t h e
Presbyterian population in the north are very
favourable to Sunday School instruction, and
they are becoming progressively more so from
the experience they have had of the excellent
efiects of it.”
“ The testimony of the Rev. Dr. Elrington,
the Rev. Mr. Coolie, and others, whom we
have examined on the subject, is to the same
erect.
“ I t is impossible, indeed, to witness the proceedings of these schooIs, even in the most
cursory manner, without perceiving their beneficial tendency.
“ T h e influence on moral character, which
has already been produced in those parts of
Ireland, where institutions of this kind have
been formed, is attested by undoubted authority,
A marked irnprovemeiit in principle and conduct, an increased respect to moral obligation,
A more general observance of relative duties,
and a greater deference to the laws, are invariably represented as among the frdits of the edu-

8t
cation there received: and we entertarn no
m u b t that it is one of the most powerful instrunients for raising the character and advancing
tho general welfare of the people.
u Among the benefits which result generally
from the exertions of the Sunday School Society, we think it important to notice those
which are produced by the increased interMurse, and the inor8 near approach, which
these institutions are the uieans of producing,
between the different classes of the people. A
mutual attachment arid interest is created between the teacher and the pupil, which is prw
ductive of benefit, while the course of instruction continues, and is not likely to termin&*
with the occasion which. gives rise to it. k
affords a new and powerful incitement for g d
conduct, the effects of which are not coilfined
to the scholar, and which by tending to remove
prejudice, and to conciliate regard, is n e c e s s
rilp productive of iniprovement in the g e n e d
state of society.”
T h e testimony t6 tlm beneficial influence of
Sand;ty Schools in Ireland, we trust, will be
the means of exciting increased a t t e n t m to
t b e s humble bot & c h i t seminar&, which
c6rimiunicate far greater befi&w than a casud
s p c t a t o r w6ulB iffiggine.
We mag 8136 6 k r v % Ch&t tb rep6Sbrt 6f the
L6ndon Hibgrniarifb&ty for L W , state, t b
their Sunday sCh66k c&taia 17,lQj. sllmLars,
T h e % b u b j & c & t & ~ s h s l l&iSW
sstaki%hm%
6f Ad& Seh6olar b tke baa#=
6
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lent efforts of the Rev. Thomas Charles, A. B ,
'Episcopal minister of Bala, Merionet hshire, in
the skimmerof 1S11. T h e following is an extract of a characteristic letter from Rilr. Charles,
to the SeGetary of the Hampshire Sunday
School Union, dated April 2 , 1512.
" DEAR
Sm,-Qbserring the date of your last,
I ani ashamed and grieved it has been so long
by me unnoticed. My only apology must be,
my continual engagements. It seems to me, at
times, as if the Lord had given me work to do,
without proportional time to accomplish it.
However, God forbid I should complain of the
accumulation of the most noble aiid important
work in the world, without the success of which
we niay as well have no world to live in-if
this does not succeed, the success of all other
engagements is vain. 1 am happy to find, by
your letter, that your spirits are invigorated'to
proceed with the blessed work of instructing the
rising generation, notwithstanding the obstacles
you have met with. My inaxiin has been, for
many years past, to aim at great things, but if I
cannot accomplish great things, to do what I
can, and to be thankful for the least success;
and still to follow on, without being discouraged
at the day of sinall things, or by unexpected reFor many years, I hale laid it dowii as
VWS.>S.
a maxim to guide me, n L v w t o give u p CI plrccr i r ~
ss:
If one way does not succeed, iieiv means must be tried ; arid if I see no
increase this year, perhaps I y a y the next. I
almost wish to blot the word inpossi6Ze (Jut of
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my vocabulary, and to obliterate it out of (he
minds of my brethren--my
feilow-labourers.
Our enemy is a. vanquished foe; resist him, and
lie will flee from you. Surely we may safely
rely on the promise of him who is Almighty,
and hath promised to be with us always.
'' Observing and bewailing the great number
of the illiterate grown-up and old people in our
poor country, I have in different places published Sunday Schools exclusively for them, having
another in the same place for children ; telling
them at the same time, that we nieant to be urgent upon them-never cease t o press them to
attend until they came. By kindness and importunateness me have succeeded far beyond
our most sanguine hopes. W e have six of
these schools for the aged set up within these
three or four months, and some huridreds have
learned, and are learning to r e d . By condescension, kindness, and patience, they have been
engaged to learn, and their desire for learning
soon became as great as any we have seen among
the young people. They have their little elementary books with tliein often whilst at work,
and meat in the evenings, of their own accord,
to teach one another. T h e rumour of the success of these schools has spread abroad, and has
greatly renioved the discouragement which old
people felt from attempting to learn, from the
gerieral persuasion, that they couid not learn at
their age. T h i s has been practically proved to
be false, for old people of seventy-five years of
age have learned to read in these SC~OOIS, to
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their great comfqrt and joy. I dare not much
positively for the conversion of any of them ;
hut I can say, that they are mnch improved in
their nioral condtict and at,tendnnce on the
mearts of grace. They lament with tears tiieir
former ignorance, and rejoice they can read,
and repeat stenioriter a few verses of the Bible
given them to learn. In some degree their blind
minds are enlightened; arid their hearts are
impressed by divine truths, until they are greatly
melted into tears of joy, mixed with sorrowPray for them ! I began these schools for five
aged in my own neighbourhood, but mean to
drive them on, and set them up in all parts of
the country, as soon as I posbibly can.
I am happy to inform you also, for your encouragement, that in several districts, very great,
powerful, and general awakenings have broke
out, since the beginning of last winter, among
the children and young people attending the
Sunday Schools. Above 140 have joined one
society within these three months past. I visited them last month; a hundred on a week
day met me to be publicly catechised. T h e y
are of all ages, from five to thirty, and their
number is so.great as to include nearly all the
young people in the district. I catechised
them before all the Country, and their responses
in every instance were scriptural, and intelligent, aiways confirmed by a passage of scripture. I did not confine myself to one subject
only ; but asked them questions upon every
subject of importance in the Christian religioe.
('
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see whether they had obtained a clcar coniiected view of them, and iii every instarice I
mas highly satisfied. Their appearance was
solemn and serious, often much affected. T h e
work goes on there, not like tugging and rowing a flat ill dead waters, biit like a ship sailing
iri fill1 tide, with all her sails up, and the wiiid
pwerfully filling then]. My own mind esperienced such impressions ivhilsl among them,
as can never be obliterated. I thought it more
thnn abundant recoiripense for all niy laboiirs
these twenty-six years past, in endeavouring to
instruct the yoring people of our poor country.
Not unto u s !-Not unto 11s!-But to thy name,
0 Lord, be all the glory. I wish you success
in the name of the Lord. I shall be alrvay,;
glad to hear from you. Pray for, dear sir,
li Your unworthy, but faithful servant,
“ T ~ o n z . 4CIIXKLES.”
~
“ P. S. I endeavour to go on in a wholesale
way. I publicly address the whole country;
press all to attend the schools, eithq-to teach
or to be taught. By persevering in this plan. I
have gained upon the population i n general to
a great extent; in some districts all attend,
without any exception.”
to

In a letter to Dr. Pole, dated January 4,1SI4,
Mr. Charles says, “ W e had no particular
school for their instruction ezclirsioely till the
suinnier of l S l l , thoiqh many attended the
Suiiday Schools with the children, in different
parts of the country, previous to that time.
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What induced ine first to thiiilr of establishing
such an institution, was the aversion I found in
the adults to associate with the children in their
bchools. T h e first attempt succeeded wonder.
fully, far beyond my most sanguine expectatioii,
and still continues in a most prosperous state
The report of the success of this school soon
spread over the country, and, in many places,
the illiterate adults began to cullfor indmction.
In one county, after a public address had been
delivered to them on that subject, the adult poor,
even the aged, flocked to the Sunday Schools
in crowds ; and the shopkeepers could iiot immediately supply them with an adequate nuinber of spectacles. Our schools, in general, are
kept in our chapels ; in some districts, where
thcre xre no chapels, fCirrners,in the summer
time, lend their barns. T h e adults and children
are sometimes in the same room, but placed in
different parts of it. When their attention is
gained and fixed, they soon learn; their age
makes no great difference, if they are able, by
the he]; of glasses, to see the letters. As the
adults have no time to lose, we endeavour (before they can read) to instruct them without
delay in the first principles of Christianity.
We selcct a short portion of Scripture, coin
prising in plain terms the leading doctrines,
a;id repeat them to the learners till they can
rptain them in their memories ; and which they
are to repeat the next time we meet.
'. I t is impossible for me, at present, to ascertain the number of adults in the schools: in
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many districts they all attend ; and the heneficia1 effects of them are every where observed.”
Some of the earliest separate Adult Sunday
Schools were formed at Bristol, by a philanthropist iii humble life, WiIIiam Smith, whose eEjrts
were efficiently supported by Stephen Prust,
Esq., a pious and benevolent merchant of that
city. I n 1S13, a regular and efficient society
was formed, which continues to the present
tiine. Many similar societies have been established in various places throughout the country.
W e shall rejoice when the necessity for Adult
Schools ceases, but till that time, we trust they
will be continued with spirit and perseverance.
I t is manifestly a great advantage for adults
to be taught in schools by themselves. Wherever Adult Schools have been established, it hns
been found diEcult to secure a regular attend
ance, and therefore many attempts hare failed.
I t is highly desirable, that those persons who
have not had the advantage of youthful instruction, should now be taught to read the Holy
Scriptures without any further delay ; and it is
an encouraging circumstance, prored by numerous facts, that if adults have a real desire to
learn. they make much more rapid progress
than children, and, in fact, can coinmonly learn
to read the Testament in six months.
In order to sholr7 that even aged adults can
learn to read, we beg to state the follorring
facts, extracted from the Report of the Gainshorough Adult School Society :
‘I An old woman, aged E)&, at Ipswich work-
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house, without spectacles, made betttr progress
than the juniors, one of whom she ulldertoolr
lo instruct. A woman at Manchester, who, to
use her own words, ' wanted only two ycors of
100,' went to a boys' school and received instructions from one of the monitors ; she rends
IR theschool in an audible manner. I n Gloucesteishire, an old woman, aged 73, and her husbiind, aged 80, were soon taught to read easy
Scripture. T h e husband had been an imniora1 man, and a great boxer, but i s now an improved character, and says, the Scripture verse5
afford hini great comfort when h e lies awake in
the night. Dr. Pole mentions a child tenchiiig
its grandfather, whilst sitting upon Iiis Itnee.
I he following communication is from Ireland :
Scenes like the following are truly interesting.
fn a village, where lately the Scriptures wern
imIrnow-n, I found a venerdde man, nearly
100 years old, sitting on a large stool, with a
Bible in his hand, and tnnny of his neighbours, who, after their labour, had come to
hear him read. Two grandchiIdren were at
his knee, teaching him ; and as the poor old
man went On reading in a faltering nianner,
they would occasionally correct him, sayirig,
' stop, grandfather, that is not the right word,
this is the word.' T h e aged instructiiig the
young, is a familiar sight, but here, hoary
age, Iamenting the want of learning, condescends to receive it of the third genera.
tion. Often have cIiildren been instrumental in awakening in their parents a co~icern
E

,
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tor salvation; a precious return for parcrltal
care, and like the above, an example of that rare
class of phenomena, in which a superlative
beauty arises froin an inversion of the general
order of nhture. A t Glencalvie, in the islands
of Scotland, the people flocked in crowds to the
schools; from the veteran Iverach, in his 117th
year, to (literally speaking) the infant in its
cradle; for a mother had brought her infant in
a cradle to the school, that she might not be
prevented froin attending. T h e old soldier entered the army in 1713, and entered the school
as a schokur, in 1915. After leariling the alphabet, he was tanglit to connect short words,
when his sight began to fail him.”
Sunday Schools have extended from our own
cmntry to foreign parts, and me shall now present our readers with a sketch of such information as we have been able to collect on this
subject.
I n EUROPE, Sunday Schools have been
established in France, Holland, Germany,
Gibraltar, hfalta, and Corfu.
FRAQNCE.
Several Sunday Schools have
been established among the Protestants, chiel9y
in the South. W e trust, that these institutions
will spread like the leaven, and become the
means, as in England, of exciting a spirit of
zeal and energy, such as was never before shown
atnong the professors of religion, in France,
who have, most of them, been lamentably indifferent to the spread of evangelical instruction.
The di%cuIty of obtaining suitable teachers,
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aild t!ie too common disregard which is shown
to the sanctity of the Sabbatf-., are the chief
impediments to the progress of Sunday Schools
in France. Sunday Schools have also been
established among the English settled near
Calais, and at Charenton, about six tniles froni
Paris.
I~OLLAND.Sunday Schools hove been estab!islied at several places, but,it is to be regretted that fern of them are conducted so as
to make erangelical instruction the most promiiient object. W e may here make a general
remark, that Sunday Schools, a t home an$
abroad, appear to flourish or decay, in exact
proportion to the zeal of their conductors, in
imparting religious iustructiori , the exertions
of gratuitous teachers may be expected soon to
decay, if the souls of the children be not kept
continually in view.
GERMANY. Sunday Schools have not made
much progress here, but it is hoped, that as a
beginning has Seen made, i n time the little one
will become n thousand. An English Sunday
School has been established for some time at
Hclmbztrg. A German Sunday School was
commenced on the 9th of January, 15?5. Fer
secutiol? arose against the scliool, but it 113s
prospered, and now contains 119 scholars, and
20 gratuitous and pions teachers. A secoiid Ger
man Sunday School has just beeii established
In Gibraltar a Siiiiday School has been in
stituted by the Wesleyan Missionaries, contain
ing 12 teachers, arid 103 scholars.
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In Malta the Anierican Missionaries have
established a Sunday School for Greek ch1’dren ; and the London and the Wesleyan illissionary Societies hare each an English Sunday
School.
At Corfu Mrs. Lowndes has formed a SIIW
day School, containing 25 cliildren.
At the Annual Meeting of the Sunday Scliool
Union, May 1625, the followi~igresolution relative to the establishment of S u n d a y Schools
in Greece, was unanimously adopted : “ T h a t
this Society, anxious to prornote Christian instruction aiiiong the rising race of Greeks, engages to devote to the formation and support of
Sabbath Schools among that people, whatever
contributions may be forwarded to them for this
specific object.”
W e regret that the distracted state of Greece
has hitherto prevented the completion of this
design, but the Coinniittee are cdopting all the
measures in their power to carry it into effect.
I n ASIA, Sunday Schools have been established in India, Ceylon, New South Wales,
Van Dieman’s Land, and the South Sea
Jslands.
INDIA. I n heathen countries, where the
Sabbath is not regarded by the natives, of
course most of the establishrnents for education
will be weekly schools; but we rejoice, that
these have prepared the way for the religious
instruction of Sunday Schools. As Christianity
spreads, the observance of the Sabbath will be
a sign to distinguish the Christian from the
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heathen population, and we trust, au inci easing
number of native teachers will be raised up to
train the young in Christian principles. Sunday Schools have been established at Calcutta,
Madras, Chinsurah, Chittagong, Bellary, Bcngalore, Vepery, Bombay, and Vizagapatam.
It is a pleasing fact, that several of the boys
who have beeri educated i n the Rlissionary
Schools, have refused to worship the household
deities of their heathen parents, and some have
become decidedly pious ; they will probably
furnish the best teachers and missionaries to
their own countrymen.
T h e establishment of native female schools
in India, is one of the most pleasing circumstances that has rfxently occurred i n the annals
of Missionary labours. When it is corisidered,
that, to the mother's care, the young are all
committed, in their earliest years, when the
character receives its first and most permanent
impressions, perhaps no institutions are inore
promising, in connection with the extension of
knowledge, and the diffusion of Christianity.
CEYLON. The following extract of' a let z r
from the Rev. W. M. Harvard," addressed to
Mr. W. Marriott, dated Coliimbo, Ceylon, 1st
September, 1815, will show the origin of Sunday Schools in this Island :
" One point I am bound to communicate to

* From beino a scholar, Mr. H. became afterwards a
teacher in the &ne ~ c h o o l until
,
he became atmvelling
preacher in the Wesleyan connection, and afterward#
went as missionary to Ceylon.
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as it is a subject in which you wilI, of
course, fee1 so lively an interest : It is the introduction of the Sunday School system into
Asia.”
‘‘On the 4th of J u n e last, (the anniversary
of our good old king’s birth-day,) we established a Sunday School in the Pettah of Columbo.
We had many discouraging assurmces from
rhose who thought differently from u s ; but in
the name of God we resolred to make a beginning, and it would have done your heart good to
have seen the impulse which it produced among
all orders of the people, for, though so well
known in England, a Sunday School was never
supposed to have an existence in this country.
‘‘ I had drawn up an address to the inhabitants explicative of our design, which his excellency the Governor, General Brownrigg, was
so good as to permit to be printed gratis at the
governnieut press, and likewise that it should
be inserted in the Government Gazette; so that
the idea will now be circulated throughout hdia, and will, I hope, give rise to marry similar
institutions in this large and benighted quarter
of the globe.
“ T h e first Sunday, as well as the seeand,
was employed in registering the aames of the

you,

KOdoubt the first Sunday School in Ceylon j but
ne have been informed that the Baptist missionarics
!lad previously established il Sunday School iu India.
Ve rearet that we have not been able to obtain any
prticuhs of their Sunday Sohool, gpd therefor8 We
must ?ewe the sabjed in somb w%=tw@.
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children who were brought to us, and who came
i n such crowds, that we could not give any further attention to them than merely to record
their names. T h e third Sunday was spent in
dividing them into classes; the fourth in fixiiig
siiitable teachers to them ; and, glory be to God,
we have one of the finest Sunday Schools I ever
beheld, and it is not a few which I have seen.
O u r number of scholars exceeds 250, and
teachers 20. Some of the children can already
rehearse the whole of our ‘Instructions for
Ckildren,’ from beginning to end; and in the
minds of some of the teachers we trust our
God is at work in a true and saving manner.
“ Onr press being now at work, we have begun to reprint the first part of t h e Sunday
School Union Spelling-Eook.”
T h e Reports of the Ceylon Wesleyan Mission Schools have been very encouraging. In
1824,the number of schools was 61, containing 2,657 boys, and 297 girls. The following
is a pleasing extract :
“ Nearly all the children join in the responses
of the Singhalese Liturgy, and manifest the
most becoming attention to the plain discoursev
which are delivered. T h e attention of some of
them is very striking, the emotions esoited by
the different turns of the discourse being very
distinctIy marked on their coloured countenances. A considerable number of the scholars
are truly serious, and of the conversion of several of them, in the most eminent sense of the
word, there is every satisfactory proof w e codti
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ask. T h u s we behold a generation risiiig up,
who are, from their childhood, trained in relig o u s principles and religious habits, wlio feel

the sacredness of the holy Sabbath, arid who
learn to bow their knees in secret before the
Father of the Spirits of all flesh; and we have
every reason to trust, coricerriing a great part
of them, that when grown up, they will not depart rrom the path in which they have been accustomed to walk. T h e rising generation will
form the most solid foundation of a Christian
church in Ceylon.”
Five of the youtlis taught in these schools
have been engaged as assistant missionaries,
and many more are employed in communicating
religious instruction to others.
T h e American missionaries in Ceylon report,
that, after earnestly seeking the outpouring of
the Holy Spirit’s influences, a revival had taken
place, and SO persons, chiefly the elder scholars
of both sexes, professed themselves concerned
to live a Christian life to the glory of God. ‘The
Rev. B. Clough, a Wesleyan missionary, says,
‘‘ during the last ten years, if I may judge from
the progress made in the Wesleyan schools
from 10,000 to 15,000 children have been taught
to rend the Scriptures.” T h e Rev. Mr. Knight,
a church missionary, says, I‘ there has been a
regular increase of girls at our morning service,
from about the time when Mrs. Knight began
her iustriiction on the Sunday afternoon ; the
number present at our last service was 53,-a
greater number than we ever had before, for
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this Sunday School is n new thing: it much
excites the attention of the mothers. one and
another of whom often come and see us, though
me have not yet been able to get them to assemble with the other sex to hear the word of God.”
NEWS o u m WALES. I t is pleasing to observe, that the excellent institutions of our own
country are carried even to our most distant
colonies, in n.hich Sunday Schools are especially important, as the labour even of children
is there rery valuable to their parents, during
the clays of labour. Siiriday Schools were CONmenced in New South W d e s about ten years
ago, and have been established at several of the
settlements with proinising success. T h e district report of the Wesleyan Sunday Schools
states the following circumstance : “ We are
greatly encouraged by the renrarkablc but undisputed fact, that the native youth of the c o b
np are, in general, but little contaminated by
the evil example which every where surroirnds
them. It would naturally be apprehended that
they would be very early initiated in vicious
practices, ‘ growing with their growth, aitd
strengthening with their strength ;’ but how
pleasing and almost incredible is it to relate,
that they are, on the contrary, for the most part
characterized by temperance, industry, and a11
aptitude to receive instruction. Of the rising
generation we indulge great and well founded
hopes.” The following fact, mentioned by Mr.
Lawry, will show the impression which British
Christian instioations pr&ace da rbs minds ot
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sarages : a young man from Tonga, one of the
Friendly Islands, after visiting New South
Wales, on his return described what he had
seen to his relatives : h e told them especially
of the Sunday Schools, and the sacred attention
which the people at Port Jackson pzy to the
Sabbath-day, and then added, “ the people of
Tonga will never be xise till they adopt the
same measures.” T h e Chiefs unanimously replied, ’‘ we t h i n k so too.”
Vax DIE~IAX‘S
L A S D . A Sunday School has
been established at Hobart’s-Town, and at Kangaroo Point, and an Adult School at the Penitentiary. T h e managers of the Sunday School
remark, “ Over the h r greater part of our adult
population, we mourn almost ‘ as those without
hope,’ so deeply has vice struck its roots into
their hearts, and so firmly has it entwined
around all the branches oftheir character. But
the rising generation excites our liveliest hopes.
T h e youth of this Colony are in general a docile and a virtuous race; and if religious instruction only be extensively and zealously
imparted to their flesible minds, a reformation
will be gradually effected i n the tone of public
morals. These considerations, founded aliite
on the universal character of man, and on the
pecidiar circumstances of this portion of the
liuinan fdmily, are a never failing source of encouragement t o the conduetws of our Sunday
ROBERT RAIKES, ES3.
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SOUTH
SEAISLAKDS.Ediicatinn is widely
axteading thmugil s & w d of these intteri?sting
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islands. A t Huahine, Mr. Charles Barff, for
merly a Sunday School teacher in Lontinn,
thus writes to :he Sunday School Union : ‘‘ \Ire
are happy to De able to inrorm you, that n e
have, in addition to Day Schools, a Sunday
School at Huahine. It is confined exclasivcly
t o children; the number in the school is 2331)
boys, and 120 girls. T h e reason Iiy the b o j s
are more numerous than the girls is, the female
children were more frequently miirdered, than
were male children, in their horrid custom of
infanticide, while the males were saved for the
purposes of war, &c. All such horrid customs
have long since fallen with their idolatry, we
hope never to rise again. T h e children are
instructed by pious native teachers, sis females
and six males, besides die superintendent.”
T h e employinelit of thii-tecn nnfiuc! tcuclrcis
i n Huahine, is one of the most pleasing facts
i n the records of Sunday Schools ; it fully attests the beneficial influence of religious instruction, on the minds of those mho so lately
Itnew no Sabbath, arid felt no concern for their
own instruction and salvation.
T h e following is anot11t.r pleasing extract of
a letter fioni Mr. Charles Barff, to the Sunday
Schooi Union :
‘‘ Our Sunday School children, of the first
class; have the privilege of learning to writt
Upwards of twenty of our childrcn, wlio were
growit up i n maiihood, hnve Geeri conifortntdy
married during the pitst genr, and are not only
good members of society, but are candidates for
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the church of Christ. W e have selected k u r
youths to teach the:n English, preparatory to
their recrption into an acatleniy iii conteinplntion. Our cliildren and teachers too hate iricreased in number during the past year, so tint
we have now forty teachers, male a n d female,
among mhom are the t a o kings of the island,
Hautia nnd Mahine, with their good Indies, nil
office they esteem more than their ofice of
power. T h e rising generation is our dependence : the present generation must soon pass
away, and with them the Christian religion,
unless their children are trained up for God.
W e have 400 dear children at Hu:thine, and
36 at Moimiti, or Sir Charles Saunderson’s
Is1and.”
AFRICA,WESTERX.Sundaj S
been established here by the Cligkch and Methodist LVissioJiary slor&jes.; a n t by the American Colonizatibn Society ; byt; on account of
the deaths of so manj-of tlkJJissioriaries, they
have been exposed to-c~nsiderablefluctuations.
SOUTH
AFRICA. Sund‘iy Schools have bLAen
established at Cape Town, also at severs: of
the Missionary stations in the interior. I n the
new settlements, a Sunday School Union has
been cstablished,for the district ofAlbany. MI-.
S h w observes, ‘‘ T h e children of the British
settlers lately arrived in this Colony, must grow
up i n entire ignorance, unless Sunday Schools
are extensively established-the
population of
the dis:rict (Albany) is iiecessarily so much
scattered as to hold out no inducement for com-
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petent persms to establish day schools, in order
t o derive f r o i n them pecuniary advantage-and
in [‘act, t!ic niajority of the children are fully
employed in assisting their parents on their
farms, during the working d a y , so that were
it possible to establish a sufficient number of
?+e
Day S ~ h o o L ,even this would not reach
their case, in general.”
T h e AZ6any Sundny School Union contains
300 children, of whom 130 are Hottentots and
slaves, ‘‘ who,” says hlr. Shaw, “ though the
children of a people proverbially filthy, appear
at school, every Sunday, as clean in their percons, and as decent in their attire, as the poor
children of a n y village in England.”
In the Il.latiritiu.s, or the Isb of Fmnce, Mr.
Le Brun has established a Sunday School.
In ilih?[ignscur the children under tuition are
ibout 1,200. The king takes a lively interest
m the schools. On +he Sabbath day the children are catechised froni six to eight in the
morning, both in English and Malagash ; at
half past one, they are questioned on general
Fjiihjects, and the Scriptures are read by them
and translated into their own language ; at half
nast four, they meet again to sing a few hymns
111 English and Malagash. Several Catecl!is~iis
and elementary books, and a small collection
of liynins have been prepared.
I n AMERICA, Sunday Schools have beeii
introduced with very promising success.
NEWFOUNDLAND.
Sunday Schools have beeii
furined in m a n y of the settlements, and making
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eome a1 oivance for the peco1i:rr cirournstnnces
of this Colony, they have been atteiided with
an encouragiiig degree of SUCCBPS. Tiley cont;iin upwards of a thousand scholars, and have
been foiiiid very useful in a Colony in whicli
tlia tiienns of grace are by no means adequate
to its scattered population.
NOVA
SCOTIA:Here about a thousand scholiirs are taught in the different Sunday Scliools,
by about 50 teachers, and the number is constantly increasing.
Sunday Schools have been forrned in Neru
Bruriswick, Cczp Breton, aiid Prince Ec1wat.d
Island.
I n CANADA,where the population is very
widely scattered, and many persons cannot ntteiid the regular niinistry of the word, arid other
means of grace, Suiiday Schools are peculiarly
important. It is pleasing to observe StAtldi!y
Schools rising u p i n the wilds of the forest 111
which the settler has just lifted lip his are. i n
many instances the children ivalk three or four
miles through the woods to attend on the Snb,
bath. A veneral Sunday School Union has
been estab?ished for Canada, which promises to
be a generd blessing, and there are also minor
Sunday Scliool Unions at York and Niagara.
Sunday Schools are so highly esteemed, that
the Legislature of Upper Cariada, i n 1851, voted
1501. to promote these iiistitutrons generally,
without, any tfistiiiction of nanie or party.
TJNITEU STATES O F a4>1!.3RlC.4.
According t O
1 statement ill the American Sunday Scllool
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Teachers' Maqaziiie, the first Suntlay Schooi
i i i the United States was instituted 111 tile year
1791, and incorporated i n 1796. Its object was
to instruci, gratuitously, children to read arid
write, who were undble to attend school on
other days ; but the instruction was given by
hired teachers; and their design did not extend t o the rcligiuics instruction of the scholars.
T h e first suggestion of Sunday Schools on
the present plan, was made by the Rev. Robert
May, a missionary from London, who had been
once a Sunday School boy himself, of very
humble origin.
In a letter to the Evangelical Society of Philadelphia, in tlie summer of 1811, he proposed
the establishinent of Sabbath Schools ; produced specimens of the tickets, and developed
the plan. An association WJS formed, a school
boiise was erected, and a school collected on tlie
20th of October, 1111, vvhich was c o ~ ~ d u c t e d
under the personal direction of Mr. May himself, until his euibarkation iri the spring of 1512
T h e city of Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania claims
the honour of establisliing tlie first Sablmtli
School, ic the present forin, in the United
States. I n the year 1509, i\ small moral society
was fortncc! in that city, (then only a borougli,)
for the suppression of vice, reformation of n i m
ners, aiid pr(11~~gation
of useful kiionledge.
This led to the adoption of nieasures for iii
structiiig aiid iniproriiig the moral conditinri of
the poorer clnises of tlie cominunity, who appeared to be in a very deplorab!e state of igno-
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m i c e and vice. A benevolent individual suggested the advantages of a school for religious
instruction on Sundays; and such a scltooi
was accordingly instituted on the 2% August,
ISW, rvliich \vas publicly notified by an address
soliciting the attendance of scholars, and the
co-operation of the citizens. This excited a
considerable degree of interest, and the fir a t
school W ~ opened
S
on the first Sabbath of September¶ and attended by two hundred and forty
scholars, children and adults. This school was
constituted without the knowledge of the mode
of organization in Europe, and coincided in its
principal features with the schools 110w established.
Mrs. Isabella Graham and Pllrs. Bethiine,
opened their Siinday School in Kew York, ill
J u n e ISli. the following is an estract of il
letter froin Divie Bethnne, Esq. New York, to
Stephen Prust, Esq. Bristol, dated 10th June,
1815:
“It will be gratifving to you to Jearn, that
your transmission of the Report of the Adult
Schools has been the means of awakeuiiig towards this object a great attention here and in
Philadelphia. I farward you an estract of a
letter I received from a pious young lady, iii
Phiiadelphia, to whom I mentioned the Adult
Schools, 5%hen there, in Jannary last.
“ T h e little school begun by RIrs. B. on her
reading Dr. Pole’s Report, has succeeded astonishingly. She and my two daughters, assisted by a female friend, teach it on Sundaft
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mornings. I t consists of bctveen clghfy arid
~iinety;and the Bible class, now all able to
read, is fortyseven! Schools for the educatiori
of poor children are rapidly increasing in this
country.’’
Extract of a letter from a young lady, in
Philadelphia, to Divie Bethune, Esq. New
York :
“ I had several extracts from Dr. Pole’s work
itiseried in the ‘Religious Remembrancer,’ a
weekly paper of our.city, and the sut,ject excited universal attention. The Free hIasons
have taken it up, and at a General Meeting,
i t was proposed and carried unnnirnouely, that
seaeral schools should be established, and held
in the Grand Lodge, Chesnut-street ! hfr. Thomas Eradford commenced a school in the JAIL
East Sabbath-day
“ Several pious females, friends of mine, propose shortly to coinmence one in the west end
of the city-and
thus you see ‘how great a
matter a little fire kindleth.’ ‘ 0 come, let u s
sing praises to tile Lord ; bless the Lord 0 my
sou1 ; and all that is within me praise his Holy
name.’
“ I never undertook any thing that afforded
such l~enrb-feZt,joy;our precious little establiehment goes on deligl~tfully. T h e first member
was a pious soul, 5-2 years of age: she comes
with her spectacles on, and scems as if she
would devour the book. She never fails giving us a blessing, and assures u s ske has Zmg
becnpraTbig that the Lord W Q U I ~ open sQme

.
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vay, that she might leairi to r e d the Biblr ;
she loolw at p o w little DOO!; with delight, 2nd
often says, ‘ 0 this blessed book-I know I shall
icarn to read in this book.’ I feel as if lier
prayers were as good as a host. We have elcveu
scholars, two added mostly of an evening, and
after the first lesson, they advance woiiderfiitly.
0 what encourageinent for prayer is this
‘Open thy mouth wide, and I will filI it,’ saith
the Lord.
“ T h e r e is n o doubt that all the different
lodges belonging to the fraternity will take up
this subject, and it will extend OL‘CY tlie whole
Utiion; one of the officers gave me this information. Great esertions have been made for
the relief of the body; but 0 the soul, that
never dies, that any thing should be done for
that, is transporting. ‘ Tlint the soul be without knowledge is not good.’ Our city exhibits
a more favourable aspect than heretofore, as it
respects moridity and religion. T h e cotnniittees that were engaged in collecring nnd distributing to the poor, are now making esertions
to suppress the vice of intemperance, which
they have discovered is the chief cause of their
misery. O u r churches are better attended, and
vital piety is progressing.”
T h e following interesting letters contain a
statement of the first extended uncl united effort
in America, on behalf of Suudny Scliools :

Copy of a letter from a lady at New York,
to her friend at Bristol :

!OO
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New Yorlr, January 24, 1816.

1 onrinot resist the desire I feel to employ
my pen in thanking you for jour presents to
myself and children, of so many interesting
publications, from which I trust, we liovc derived both profit and pleasure.
“ I believe I cannot express my gratitude in
a mariner better suited to your liberal soul, than
by giving you a n account of a meeting held
this day in this city. Blr. B. published one of
your letters ill one of our daily papers; I !ent
the different puhlications relative to Sundny
Schools to a number of our friends, and was i n
hopes the gentlemen would have come forward
in the business; but, after waiting aniiinber of
wealis, I conversed with several of my own sex,
who expressed a wish to unite with m e in a
‘ Female Sunday School Union ;’ accordingly,
we called a meeting pf the female members of
all denominations, who met this day in the lecture-room of one of our churclies : although
the notic? was not as general as intended, seve.ral hundreds were present. Dr. R. opened the
meeting with a very appropriate prayer. When
he withdrew, the ladies were pleased to call me
to the chair. I addressed the company in a
fern words, stating for what purpose their attendance WRS requested, the great need of s u d i
an institution iri a city where numbers of one
sex were training for the gallows and state
prison, and of the other for prostitution. LIlie
wise the great want of religious instruction in
our small schools ; the parents of children at
cbr
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tending such, not having time to teach them,
would probably gladly nruil theinselves 01’ Stind:iy Schools, if within their reach. I said, i n
order to stiuiulate them to so good a work, I
woiild rend them several extracts froin British
publications, iviiich would show them how much
the Lord had blessed such institutions in the
OLD WORLD ; and c ~ i l c l i ~ d eby
d hrimbly hoping
that h e would eutcnd his bles’sing to his handmaidens, in their attempts to train up a seed to
serve him i n the s z w WORLD. Tile following
extracts were then read :
“ F i r s t part of the Report of the London
Siinday School Union ; the Second Report of
tlie Hibernian Sunddy School Socipty : two letters from the Rev. Mr. Charles, of Bnln, to the
L c d o n Society. hlr. P’s two letters to D. B.
T h e swearing father reproved by his child, a
Stlnday School scholar ; anti concluded with
the Sdopian Adult Scholars’ Address.“
“ f may venture to affirm there was m t a dry
eye in the room, and te(1P.s j o i u e d copioiisly r h u n
the checks of Inaicy. 44fter some conversation
I called upon the ladies of &fcrent denonLirrations, who were willing to collect scholars and
subscriptions, to come forward, whicli they
clieerfiilly did, from all except one, which I
regret to say we had neglected to notify, tlie
Mornvians.
‘(A committee, consisting of one or f wo from
each denomination, was appointed to forill a
constitutioii, and general rules for the Uniou

* From the Tenchers’ Magazine.
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and Schools under their care, to be laid beforct

the society at a meeting :his day week.
The committee will meet at my home t\vo
days hence. I trust, vc.ith the blessing of tlie
Lord, w e shall see Snbbath Schools in every
part of the city in a few weelis. I read tlie
rules of the Bristol Sunday School, which 1
think we shall adopt, with a very few alterations. I opened B school for A D U L T BLSCRS
last Sunday morning, and I sltall send you
copies of our rules, reports, &c. as soon as
published; thus mny those u n i t d in Csrist,
althouSh separated by the Atlantic, provoke
each other to good works, until we meet around
the throne to join the spirits of the Just made
perfect. HaIIelujah. glory be to that God rho
works all our works in us.
" Be so good as cornniunicate the contents
of this letter to our friends, Mr. B's. family, and
should you think that it would give pleasure to
the friends uf Sund:iy Schools, to hear that
their trnnsatl~inticbrethren are following their
good exainple, 1 have only to request that you
will withhold my name. Sincerely wisliing you
success in your works of faith and labour of

love,

"

I am, your's,

&c.

J. Ekj'

Extract of a letter from a gentleman to his
friend at Bristol :
"

New York, F&runry 4 , 1810.

I have but little to communicate to you, in

return for all the valuable information yoti were

10!3
so kind as to send me by Captain C-,
on
subjects of religious interest or moral improvement. O n e effect of your z e d however will,
I doubt not, prove a sufficient reward for your
city i s in a stir tJiroughlabour of love. TIL~s
o u t , a strong interest awakened, and great exertions commenced for the instruction on Sabbath days of cliildrcn and adults. Mrs. B.
has written to you an account of the first meeting of the ladies ; oil that day week the second
meeting was held, and so great was the crowd
of ladies pressing forward, that the company
had to adjourn from a lecture room to ;Ichurch
" Next Sabbath, I believe, was appointed for
the commencement of the work of teaching ;
the zeal of three of the congregations led them
to begin this day. Blrs. B. visited these three
schools, which, with a school of BLACK ADULTS,
taught by my family, made up one huizdred aiad
tfiirty-six s c h l a r s , I presume the number, nczt
Lord's day, will amount to one thousnr~clin all
the schools. I had forgot t o mention that at
the second meeting of the ladies, a society mas
formed, and a constitution drawn up, following
very closely the plan which you had sent US.
Dlrs. B. was elected first directress, and a pious
friend of hers, Mrs. M., second directrcss, with
a view to aid the superintendents and teachers
of the several schools, and to take a general
charge of the concerns of the institution. The
constitution will soon be published, and we
shall send yon a copy of it. I believe the gem
t h e n are mustering their numbers to follow
ROBERT RAIKES, ESU.
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the example of the ladies, and to take cJiarge or
the adults aiid childreri of their own sex."
I' lOtfi February, ISIG.
'' T h e gentlemen of this city are now busily
engaged, and n geiieral meeting is called on
Moriday next, for the organization of a society
for the instruction of children 2nd adults."
This example was speedily followed by the
principal cities in the United States, among
which Philadelphia should be mentioned with
distinguished honoi~r.
111 July, 1Sl6, the total number of scholars
admitted by the New York Female Sunday
School Union, [vas 3,136, and 250 teachers.
Thc Male Sunday School Union 2,500 scholars, and 250 teachers and superintendents.
The First Annual Report of these two societies
showed, that 6000 scholars had been then admitted ; this fact is a demonstrative proof of
the benefits of union in promoting the Sunday
School cause.
Up to 1S22, about 600 of the teachers and
Ienrners had been received as members of different churches, from the New York Sunday
Schools, and about thirty had left the schools
to prepare for the ministry.
T h e Fifth Report of the Philadelphia Sunday School Union states, " Many of the revivals of religion, for which the last two years
have been so singularly distinguished in our
couritl-y, have had their origin in Sunday
Schools. In one instance, where 100 were received into communion with the church, 88
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were at the time, or had been, connected with
the Sunday School; and in another, out o f
35, 27 were from the Sunday School.
“ Of33 youtl~s,cotiiposi~igone
Sunday School,
all have become hopefully pious, arid all, except
one, have joined the church.”
On the 25th of May, 1S-24, the American
Sunday School Union mas formed a t Philadelphia, and it \vas agreed, that the PhiIadelphia
Sunday and Adult School Union should be
merged in this national institutiori.
T h e American Sunday School Union has
commenced under very encouraging auspices,
and we have no doubt that it will prore a permanent blessiiig to the United States. This
Society has published the ‘‘ American Srinday
School Magazine,” for their teachers, and the
‘‘ Teacher’s Offering,” for their scholars. T h e
number of books issued by this Society, in the
first year of its operations, was, 35,0,650, and
‘726,000 tickets.
O n the second Monday of each month, the
Sunday School teachers, i n connection with this
Society, have agreed to meet for the purpose
of united prayer to. the Father of mercies on
behalf of Sunday Schools throughout the
world ; these meetings have been well attended, and have been found very useful to the
teachers.
From a letter we have received from Philadelphia, dated 30th September, 1625, i t appears
that the American Suriday School Union is
proceeding in its cause with great energy and
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They have engaged fifteen missionaries, in promoting the cause of Sunday Scliools.
I t is calculuted th it there are about 150,000
Sunday scholars in Atnericn, and, as the population of the United States i 5 twelve millions,
there will be ample scope for the exertions of
this promising Society.
We know of no subject more calculated to
excite pleasing hope, thrrn the co-operation of
England and Aniericn, in wr.orI;s of benevolence
and piety : in the course of a centiirp, it is probahle, that our language will be spoken by a
great proportion of the human race, and we
trust, it will he the medium of conveying the
glad tidings of the gospel, and the benefits of
religious instruction, wherever it is understood.
WEST ISDIES. T h e propriety of imparting
instruction to the children of slaves has been
much discussed. Some persons have made
use of similar arguments to those which were
currwit in England thirty years ago ; namely,
t h a t education would render the poor unfit for
the IiumbIer employments of life, and produce
disaifection to their superiors. If this argnment were at all tenable, under any c'xciinistances, it certainly must be in countries where
slaves form the largest part of the community ;
but even in such places, we have no doubt that
religious instruction would be highly advatitageous, both to the proprietor and his slave. If
all the spii itiial benefits of Christianity were
Ieft out of the question, the temporal, and momal, and fiocial benefits of relightw i ~ ~ i o n ,
SUCCESS.
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vould prove, that the principles of Christianity
were calculated boih to teach subordination and
obedience to the slave, and humanity and kindness to the master. Indt?ed, facts prore, that
t h e slaves who have possessed the advantages
of religious instruction, are far more tractable,
orderly, and valuable, than those who are left
in ignorance. W-e niay mention one fact in
proof of this: During the insurrection of 1816,
in Barbadoes, all the slaves on those estates
where Christian instruction was imparted, remained at home, and kept to their work, while
those on the surrounding estates were in open
rebellion. W e trust the time will arrive, when
the proprietors of slaves universally, will learn
that their truest policy is to act decidedly on
those liberal principles which are most congenial to the British constitution, and the
Christian dispensation.
O f all the West India islands, Anfigua
merits the post of honour in reference t o Sunday Schools, which were established there in
the year 1910. T h e church mission schools
contain 1S36 children, and 133 adults. The
Wesleyan mission schools about 1200 scholars,
and the Moravian schools a considerable number.
T h e following facts will show the beneficial
influence of the instructions imparted : " During the time of reaping corn on one of the estates, nearly all the negroes in the great gang
were detected with corn concealed about their
persons ; but, on examining the yollnger ones.
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who were employed on the same ocaasioii, not
more than one was forind to have transgressed
in this innnner. This circunistance struck the
manager with peculiar force, and it was ascribed
to the influence of the religious education in]p r t e d at the Sunday School, as most of the
children mere scholars.”*
Nr. Hyde says, ‘ I I heard the following little
anecdote of one of the Sunday School scholars
at English Harbour. A company of strolling
players endeavoured to get up a play, at Falmouth, a small tovrn not far from English Harbour. A young lady offered a ticket to a little
girl belonging to the Siindag School, who immediately dropped a courtesy, atid innocently
,
I hope I could
Eaid, ‘ Ma’am, I tharili ~ 0 1 1but
not disgrace the scl~oolso much as to think of
going to such a place.’”
In the church missionary Sunday School
“ at Hope, a new and larger school room was
needed, on account of the increase of the scbo.
lars. I n erecting this building, all the stones,
and moet of the water used in making the mortar, were supplied by the children and young
people belonging to the school, 011 Saturday afternoons, and moon-light nights, w h o laboured
with great cheerfulness to accomplish this much
h i r e d object.”
In the year lm2, fifty young persons, educated in the Ii‘esleyan schools, had joined tho
* From the Second Report of the Parhain Sundaj
khool.
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society. Sixty young parsons i n the church
mission Sunday Schools had been awakened
to a concern for their eternal interests, and
brought forth fruits meet for repentance.
T h e f?llowing extract of a letter from 9 310ravian missionary, received about a vear ago,
shows the importance of a patient coiltinuance
in well-doing : “ I remember when we began a
Sunday School in S t John’s, fifteen years ago,
there was such prejudice against it with the
planters, that one of them ordered their primers
to be taken away from them ; but now I do not
know one who objects to, and most of them
further, the cause. School houses are nom
erected on many sugar plantations, by the attorneys, where the children receive instruction,
not only on Sundays, hut also some hours
through the week.”
I t will be unnecessary to enter into full par?.
ticulars of the Sunday Schools in the West Indies ; it is sufficient to state, that the Wssleyan
Missionaries have been particularly active and
successful in establishing them, and that they
hare been formed in the Bcrm~dcis,the Bahic
naa Islands, the Caribbce Islands, in Jamaica,
and in DenLarara.
HAwrI, or ST. DOXINGO.Among the emgrants from the United States of America, Sunday Schools have been formed, and the “ Haytien Sunday School Union,” has been very recently established at P o r t au Platt.
A Sunday School has
SOUTHAMERICA.
been established at Buenos A y e s . I t is hoped,
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that as comrnercinl intercourse is este:ided with
E:rlg]:tntf and the United States of America,
tll;lt tlreir esceIIerit institutions will be grat1:rall? illtrotfuced, in the estensive -5gions which
h:'t c erii;~nc;ptedtheniselves from the J oke o f

Spain.
Tile ne\t subject that requires our attention,
is a brief notice of the principal pn blicatinns
that have iasued from the press, in favour of
Snntlay Schools, in addition to those that w e
hare pretiously mentioned.
In January, 1813, the first Number of The
r % n t k ~,%hoot
~
7iacAer's iTIag.ccziw was published. 1t appeared qnarterly till January 1621,
from nhich period it has been issued monthly
Tiiis periodical publicatior: has been w r y useful in promoting the cause of Sunday Schools,
and tire encouragement and iniprovement of
the teachers, in their important work. T h e
third report of the Harripshire Sunday School
Union bears the following testimoiiy to this
work. " T h e con~mittec cannot close their
report without beuuing leave very strongly to
recommend the r183
eaclier'a Magazine to the CORstant perusal of all who are friends to Sunday
Schools. T h e important instruction .rvllich i t
aflbrcls, the delightful intelligence ~vliicli i t
cortveys, and the benevolent spirit wllich it
breathes, conspire to render it a publicatior,
most justly worthy of their regard By a carefttl perusal of its contents, the comniittee fondly
Ilop, that many more young persons will be
disposed to I' run lo and fi-0,' and that kiiowledgr
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will b? increased, till the slmdes of ignorance
sliall be completely dispelled, and ‘ rlie knowledge of tlie Lord shall coier the earth as the
waters ccrer the sea.’ ”
T h e Rev. J. A. James observes, ‘‘ T h i s valuable little work cannot be estimated, in reasori,
at too high a rate. Its contents, from time to
time, are calculated at once to interest, instruct,
and escite. It should be circulated througli
every school, and read by every teacher. Already it has laid bcfore the public a mass of
most valuable information, arid directed upon
the Sunday School Institution, a streani of ligtit
which tias revealed its niagnitude and its beauty, much more clearly tlian they irere generally
seen before. And in order to render it still
more useful, every one wvho has niucli esperience in the business of instruction, and is possessed of ability 10 coniinunicate his Bnowledge
to others, should consider his talents as put 1111
der righteous requisition for its support. It
might become of immense importance to the
great cause. By a proper supply and compression of intelligence, it inight exhibit the operations of the whole Cliristiaii world, and thus
form a sort of Sunday School Paliorainn, in
which, as in one connected and beautiful pirture, the whole circle of operacions may be
conteniplated wherever it is read.”
!Ute Nistiiry of the O?*iginand Procrpss of
Adult SChOQlS, by Thornus Polc, JI. D., is a
vaiuable work ; and besides the narrative,
which will no doubt prove highly interesting tu
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a . the fr'ends of educstion, it contains a variety of valuable suggestions, founded on the ex-

perience and observation of a wise and bewvolent man. Our readers lime been already
informed of the important effects produced by
this publication in the city of N e w York.
?'he Sumday School TeacAcrs' Guirlp, by the
Reu. J. A. James, is x very forcible and d o quent work, on the general objects of Sunday
Schools, and the duties of teachers. W e should
esteem that individual unworthy of being a
Sunday School teacher, who did tiot arise from
the perusal of this book, more sensible of the
importance of his employment, and the responsibility of his engagements, as connected with
religious instruction, and the great realities of
eternity. T h i s work should be in the llsnds of
every Sunday School teacher. The Teachers'
Guide has been reprinted in America.
T h e '' Ifints for ronducting Sitnday Schools,
compiled by the Committee of the Sunclrty School
Society fur It-eland," are replete with valuable
inforniation. On some few minor subjectb, on
wliicii there is a diversity of opinion arnoiig
Sunday School teachers, we should portly differ
from the decisions of this volume; but the
"spirit of Christian zeal, and devoted attachtuent
to the religious interests of the young, which
it displays throughout, merit our warmest ai)probation.
The aduandages ?f L o c a l Srcbbatl, ScAools,
by Dr. Cficdrntr.a. T h e local system is liere
powerfully adkocated by Dr. C. He rccom-
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mends that a teacher should confine himself to
a small district, “ a single lane or court,” and
concentrate his exertions in this limited sphere
-that all the scholars should be taken from
the same locality,-and that schools should be
multiplied, upon a pervading and aggressive
plan, so as to completely occupy the whole diytrict. T h e r e are many local circumstances
which oppose difficulties to the complete execution of this plan in England, but me should be
glad to see a nearer approximation to it. Much
might be done, if active pious individuals who
are not pre-engaged, would exert themselves,
especially in neighbourhooda remote from any
existing Sunday School.
T h e Teachers’ BIarrzrat, or Hints t o a Teacher on bcing appointed t o tlce charge of a Sunday
School Class, by bff. F.Lloyd, is intended to
enter into full, minute, and clear details of a
Sunday School Teacher’s engagements. This
work is thus described :
“ We beg to inform our readers, that the
little work ~ i o wintroduced to their notice is, in
our opinion, the best in the English larguage,
on what may be called the practical innclririrry
of a Simday School. No teacher in England,
or in the world, should be without it. W e
have read it with special care, arid have xio
fear of being charged with the sin of extravagant comineiidatioii.”--Eran. B1u.g.
‘‘ T h e book contains much wholesome advice that may be well worth the attention of
numerous teachers who have h e n long in onice,
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and abounds in precepts, which, if reduced to
general practice, would greatly improve our
Sunday Schools.-li,p~.ial M / g .
*‘ This is a truly excellerit little book, fill1 of
the most useful instruction on the highly iinpnrtnnt subject to which it refers. I t is writt.en
with great clearness, and in a very interesting
manner, with great attention to detail, and
with a well judged anxiety to furnish the teacher with all the informatioil that can be available
in his various eiigagements.”-Congreputional

Mag.

T h e Teachers’ Manual has been reprinted in
America.
I n addition to ‘these publications, numerous
excellent sermons, and addresses to teachers,
have been printed, for particulars of which,
and of a great variety of other Sunday School
books, we must refer our readers to the Catalogue of the Sunday School Union.
T h e next su1)ject that demands our attent,ion
is the notice taken of S u n d a y Schoo!s by Parliament. In 1815, n Comrnittee of the House
sf Conimons,.on inquiring into the state of
meiidicity, examined the following gentlemen,
relative to the influence of Sunday Sclioola
miong the poor :-Joseph
Butterworth, Esq.,
31. P., a inember of the Comrnittee, Mr. Johl.
Cooper, Mr. John Daughtry, and Mi-.William
Hale. In ISlG, a select Committee on the education of the lower orders of the metropolis,
examined at coiisiderable length the following
gentlanien :-hIr. fIenry Althans, Secretary af
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Union, Mr. Edward Wentrrorth, of Friars’
Mount Sunday School, T l i o m - ~ s Biihin~ton,
Esq., RI. P., it riiemhcr of the Committee, M r .
Williim Hargrare, hIr. Willixn Kettlefold,
Mr. John DaugJty, N r . Williiim Waldegrave,
M r . Joseph Christian, and Joseph Butterworth,
Esq., hl. P., a member of the Cornwittee.
I n 1920, Parliament published “ a general
table, showing the state of education i n England,” Irliich stated the total number of Suriday
Schools to be 5,162, containing 432,817 scholars. T h i s table was exceedingly defective in
its numbers. I n many populous places, there
were more Sunday Schools omitted, t lian mere
reported, in these returns. T h e particulars of
the several parishes reported to Parliament,
were published as an Appendix to Vol. V. of
the Sunday School Teachers’ Magazine, and
thus innumerable omissions were detected.
T h e number of Suiiday Schools reported in
Wales was 301, and the scholars 21,408 ; we
beliere that by fitr the greater number of Sunday Schools in Wales were not returned at all,
by the reporters.
T h e number of Sabbath Schools reported at
that time in Scotland was 807, attended by
53,449scholars.
MI-.
Brougham brought his plan for general
education before the House of Commons. The
Sunday School teachers throughout Great
Britain naturally felt much interest in this s u b
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ject, but they could not approre of those parts
of his proposal wliich would have interfered
Ivith their labours, and that would, undesignedly, tlave counteracted their efforts for the
gr:stuitoiis religious instruction of poor children. T h e general opinions of Sunday School
teachers were opposed to Mr. Brougham's
p l i i i i , and the rest of the community appear to
haxe had other oi)jections, so that the honourable gentleman &tlength relinqriished a measure,
rvhiclt however desirable in theory, would have
be11 full of difficulties in practice.
I n endeavouring to trace the influence of
Sunday Schools, we mny remark, that t h e benefits of these iristitutions have not been confined to their immediate objects, t h e children of
the poor, T h e teachers, in pursuing their gratuitotrs labours, have not only improved their
scholars, but have also benefited themselves.
They have been induced to search the Scriptures more diligently, and to pray inore ferventIy. They have become inore decided in their
own characters, and have thus been qualified
for various other situations of usefulness, connected with the cause of benevolence, and the
extension of the Redeemer's kingdom.
The parents of Sunday School children have
also been materially benefited ; they have been
visited in the time of sickness their temporal
wants hare been relieved, and their spiritual
instruction has been promoted.
T h e hooky
and the lessons received at the Sunday School,
have penetrated into the cottages end room3 OF
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t h e poor,; and the good examples of well instructed children h:ire powerfnlly iritltieiiced
the minds of i n ~ yparents. Rliiiiy of them
hare also been led to attend the meatis of grace
with their children, and have been tanglit to
sanctify the S'lbbilth. T h e duty of atteridirig
t o the instruction of their children at home,
niid tlie importance of pwmtal example, have
also been poiverftilly enfixced on their attention, by the co-operating labours of t h t L disiiiterested friends, the Sunday School teachers.
Most Suridar Schools have also proved the
centres of various benevolent and religious efforts. I n them, Bible Associations, Tract Societies, Elissionary Associations, Visiting Societies, Saving Funds, Clothing Societies, and
various other religious and charitable Iiistitutions have arisen, which are, at tlie present
time, diffusirig abundant blessings in their several spheres.
W e may also add, that the present desire for
knowledge amongst the poor, and their anxiety
for mental improvement, may be traced in a
considerable degree to Sunday Schools. We
trust that the efforts of pious benevolence will
he considerably augmented, in order that this
desire for improvemelit may not be sufiered to
evaporate in mere worldly and temporal a q u i sitioiis, but may be directed to spiritual and
eternal objects; that our population ma) not
only attain intellectual advancement, but be
trained iri a course of moral improvement, under the gdidance of the sacred Scripture; tbut
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will t.ieir present comfort and their everlasting
happiness be at once promoted. Surely it is
the incumberit duty of all who have beer1 zedous i i i promoting education, instead of relaxiiig
their exertions, to redouble them, at the present ereritfiil period ; we must not stand stili, vie
must not be cool and indifferent spectators of
the present struggles for mental improvemelit ;
hut remeniberirig our duty, as Britons and as
Christians, be more than ever diligent to promote by all the means in oiir power, that heavenly wisdom, and that divine Imowledge, which
we trust will prove the stal)ility of our times.
Greatly as Sunday Schools have extended,
still rrruch remains to be done. From the Parliamentary re:iirns of 1521, it appears that
England and Wales then contnined 2,549,294
children, between the ages of five and fifteeii.
Of this number, we may reckon that two millions are proper objects for Sunday School instruction ; Beie is R wide field for the exertions
of Christians of all denoininations, and we
trust they mill continue, in an increasing ratio,
to “provoke one another to love and good
\torks,” till every child in our country eiijoys
tlie advantages of religious instruction on the
Sabbath.
We are happy to have observed in the last
ten years, a considerable improvement in the
Sunday School system. This has arisen from
the superior qualifications of tlie teachers, and
the increased attention which has been paid to
religious instruction. W e trust, that commoii
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t..nily education will sonil be so peneralli difiised tlirougliout our country; that Sunday School
teachcrs will be enabled to devote their 1) hole
attention, 011 the Sabbath, to the communication of scriptural and divine kriowledge.
O n reviewing the past history of‘ Sunday
S~+ooIs,we see great reason to adore the Providerice of God, d i i c h from such small beginnings, has produced such mighty results ; anti
as to the future, we would confide implicitly in
that Divine R w h m e r who blessed the young
on earth, and who still remembers them in lieaven. As the friends or teachers of the rising
generation, w e cannot better close this sketch
of tlte history of Sunday Schools than by calling upon all our readers to unite with us in the
fervent prayer of the Psalmist : “Let thy rvvork
appear unto thy servants, and thy glory unto
their children ; and let the beauty of the Lord
our God be upon us, aiid establish thou the
work of our harids upon us, jea, the work of
our hand: establish thou it.”-Psa. xc. 16, 17.
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